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ABSTRACT
The problem of misrepresentation and underrepresentation of people with
disabilities in printed periodical media raises concerns for stakeholders. Although this
problem extends to multiple global cultures, the invisibility of people with disabilities in
Saudi Arabia newspapers is particularly concerning. The existence of negative
stereotypes that prevent individuals with disabilities from achieving positive progress in
their lives is perpetuated by negative frames that the media fosters in its flawed narratives
of disability.
The application of the framing theory enables the current study to expand the
knowledge of positive and negative frames that exert an influence on stakeholders. Based
on the literature review, the research identifies five research questions and three
hypotheses that can be tested with the help of quantitative design. The quantitative nonexperimental design combined with non-obtrusive research practices sets a foundation for
the use of content analysis focused on the sample of 4,878 newspaper articles published
in popular Saudi newspapers, namely Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh, in the period from 2015
to 2020. To ensure the credibility of the study, an intercoder agreement is employed,
while data analysis methods include descriptive statistics, chi-square tests, and z-tests.
The study provides answers to all research questions, whereas hypothesis testing offers
thought-provoking results. The acceptance of one hypothesis and the rejection of two
hypotheses demonstrates the need for changes in the practical and theoretical treatment of
the issue of media representation of the targeted group.
The study findings demonstrate that a lack of knowledge about disability prevents
Saudi reporters and journalists from discussing the issue in great detail. Saudi newspapers
ii

employed the minority and civil rights model that is part of progressive theories. The
negative frame of the medical model was the second most popular framework that was
determined to exert a potentially detrimental effect on the media coverage of people with
disabilities. Gender and age differences also present a concern because some populations
within the community of people with disabilities might not receive the attention, they
require to change society's visibility positively. For this reason, the dissertation offers
practical recommendations, identifies theoretical implications, and delineates possible
avenues for future research.
Keywords: disability, Saudi Arabia, framing theory, media representation.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
People with disabilities are struggling with every day of their life. One might
argue that we all face challenges and battles in our lives, but it would be unfair to
disabled people to say that they face just as many challenges as others. In fact, their
disability builds up their set of daily challenges, whether it hears impairment, vision
impairment, or inability to move without a wheelchair. Considering those, although
disabled people are a standout category of people, yet they are among us, and there are
more of them than many of us think.
The complex life experiences of individuals with disabilities have become a
focus for many scientists and practitioners worldwide because problems associated
with disability are a global issue. According to a report on people with disabilities in
the world-by-World Health Organization (2018), About 15% of the total population
lives with some inability, of whom 2-4% experience huge working challenges. The
worldwide disability commonness is higher than past WHO estimates, which date
from the 1970s and proposed around 10%. This worldwide estimate for handicap is on
the ascent because of population aging and the quick spread of chronic diseases, and
enhancement in the procedures used to quantify and measure inability.
Different cultures face the issues of disability, demonstrating important statistics
in the U.S. According to a report on people with disabilities by Kraus et al. (2018), the
overall percentage of people with disabilities in the U.S. in 2016 was 12.8%. Moreover,
the number of disabled people in the U.S. has been growing in recent years – from 11.9%
in 2010 to 12.8% in 2016. People with disabilities have become an essential part of
American and global society, which has the right to be heard and seen, just like all other
1

people. Other advanced countries also tackle questions about the improvement of lives
for this group. For example, the European Union addresses technological accessibility
burdens that exist for over 73 million individuals living with some kind of a disability
(Scholz, Yalcin, &amp; Priestley, 2017).
However, disability is a concept found in both advanced and emerging
economies. Abualghaib et al. (2019) added that the majority (80%) of the world
population of people with disabilities live in developing countries where the quality of
life may be decreased due to economic factors. In its turn, Saudi Arabia should also
address similar issues because people with disabilities compose a vulnerable population
as other countries have been unnoticed and marginalized in society. A disability statistics
report prepared by the Saudi General Authority of Statistics (2017) specified that the
overall percentage of people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia constituted 14.2%. The
percent of the Saudi population with special needs by gender constituted 7.3% of males
and 6.9% of females in 2017.
However, despite the substantial number of people with disabilities in the U.S.
and Saudi Arabia alike, the representation of such people in the media, particularly in the
TV show, is significantly lagging behind. Furthermore, portrayals of people with
disabilities in newspapers are so rare that disabled people become invisible to the public
eye. Most of the time, disability is absent from TV, broadcasting, and newspapers, except
at times when the show speaks directly about disability (Flynn, 2016; Wälivaara, 2018).
It is very rare that media show disabled people doing everyday activities, such as
cooking, doing their household chores, or working. This is a serious issue, as it distances
people with disabilities from the rest of society, excluding them from the “normal” way
2

of life. With the effects that the media have on the public perceptions about people with
disabilities, disabled people become isolated in their disabled world in media.
The lack of proper representation and visibility of disability in the media is a
serious issue to address in research because the media plays an extremely important part
in how we perceive the world and how we live our everyday life. As an industry, the
media has been a critical channel for disseminating information to people. Through the
lenses of the media, people form their opinions and views on the world that surrounds
them. Thus, Goggin (2009) asserted that the media and journalists play an essential role
in shaping the view on vulnerability and disability. According to researchers Happer and
Philo (2013), the media has an opportunity to shape people’s opinions and contribute to
social change. With such a great power of influence on the masses, the media can
construct the image of reality in people’s minds. However, such significant influence is
not always used for the benefit of society, particularly when it comes to the
representation of disability, where the media continually build up the discrimination of
disabled people. Historically, the media represented disabled people in a stereotyping
manner, while the most emphasis was placed on the medical model of disability. The use
of impairment has been a common aspect of the media representation of disabled people,
and impairment was made the most important thing about disabled people, as a rule.
Such a model of the media representation of disabled people caused
dissatisfaction and critique among the disabled communities, and they forced the media
to recognize disabled people as equal to non-disabled people. This tendency and a call for
equal representation take their roots mostly in the 1970s. For example, Murphy (2017)
points out in his article for The New York Times that deaf audiences “have struggled for
3

equal access” to all movies and not just those that rely heavily on sound like horror
movies. As a landmark sign of progress in the struggle of deaf people for equality in the
media, Murphy (2017) indicates the new federal rule, the Americans with Disabilities
Act, that requires providing closed movie captioning and audio description by summer
2018, all movie theaters must comply. This is a big step toward non-discrimination of
disabled people in their right to consume media products on equal terms with nondisabled people.
Problem of Statement
The representation of people with disabilities in newspapers provides a foundation
for comprehensive research. The media portray people with such issues both positively
and negatively. Perceived positive media representation affirms the disability identity,
while negative media representation results in the rejection of disability identities (Zhang
& Haller, 2013). In other words, people belonging to this population are affected by
messages broadcasted in the media. Journalists and reporters are responsible for
providing unbiased information about disability issues to prevent stereotyping and
stigmatization of people with disabilities.
Although many people have faced disability globally, media representation fails
to provide society with an honest and focused discussion of disability issues. The rising
number of people belonging to this population emphasizes the need to cover disability
issues with respect to the community and commit to avoiding prejudice.
However, the problem identified by this research rests on the flawed media
representation because journalists expose their biases that affect people with disabilities
negatively. The study by Haller et al. (2012) explained that media professionals tend to
4

create and demonstrate biased attitudes toward people with disabilities. This prejudice
contributes to problematic reporting that exacerbates misunderstanding of disability
issues (Bendukurthi & Raman, 2016). Biases in media and, subsequently, society lead to
stigmatization, which combines stereotyping, assigning labels, affecting emotional health,
driving status change, and discrimination Chen et al., 2012). These issues originating
from improper media portrayal create a problem that this research addresses.
The existent body of knowledge about the connections between the media and
disability representation requires additional insights to understand how this issue is
viewed Middle-Eastern countries, like Saudi Arabia. Despite the increasing number of
people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia, such people in the media, particularly in
newspapers, are significantly lagging. Furthermore, portrayals of people with disabilities
in print media are so rare that disabled people become invisible to the public eye. It is
essential to investigate the issue because people with disabilities are falling out of public
consciousness because of rare portrayals in print media and because of the lack of
research on this subject in Saudi Arabia.
The importance of disability inclusion in newspapers refers to the proper portrayal
of individuals with different types of disabilities as active members of society. Ellcessor
and Kirkpatrick (2017) noted that media tends to portray disability either by devaluing
the existence of people with disabilities or by excessively emphasizing disability as the
barrier to active social life. With a lack of balance in the inclusion of disability in media,
people with disabilities do not have an opportunity to feel like equal members of society.
Due to marginalization, it is crucial to raise awareness and conduct research about
the needs of the vulnerable population and factors affecting this group. People with
5

disabilities have become part of Saudi and global society, while their rights to be seen
and heard should be taken into account by communities and policy-makers.
The dissertation is important to conduct, as it could help to better understand the
current situation with the representation of people with disabilities in newspapers and to
find out whether disabled people are still underrepresented or the case is getting better.
The importance of the problem is also emphasized by the fact that much of the challenges
that disabled people face every day are attributable to traditional misconceptions about
disability and disabled people. Stereotypes about people with disabilities stem from those
far away times when their perception was based on myths, superstitions, and false beliefs.
Even though the scientific understanding of disabilities and social integration of disabled
people have significantly advanced in recent years, those stereotypes are reproduced from
time to time through media.
Moreover, as people with disabilities stay out of focus in the media, the public
loses the fundamental awareness about the importance of treating disabled people as
members of society and not as an alienated group of people. While it is short sighted to
blame the media only for stereotyping and underrepresenting people with disabilities in
our culture, the impact of the media and newspapers is substantial. Hence, the importance
of the proposed research is further emphasized.
The study will investigate the issue of the underrepresentation of people with
disabilities in Saudi media, the current state of representation of disabled people in the
newspapers. It will evaluate the progress of the disabled people’s representation in
newspapers.

6

The Saudi media marginalizes people with disabilities from receiving coverage
that would highlight their experiences fairly and honestly. For this reason, this research
aims to investigate the qualities of representation of people with disabilities in Saudi
newspapers. The specific objectives of this project are the following:
1. To explore disability-related biases perpetuated by Saudi newspapers;
2. To identify instances of positive media reporting of people with disabilities
and their experiences;
3. To identify instances of negative media reporting of people with disabilities
and their experiences;
4. To generate practical recommendations and research implications based on
the findings obtained in the study.
The research will analyze depictions of people with disabilities through a wide of
articles for five years. Also, the research will compare different representations to apply
the framing theory. It is essential to investigate the issue because people with disabilities
are falling out of public consciousness because of rare portrayals in newspapers; the
research will aim to emphasize current trends and issues and offer a set of
recommendations regarding how to improve the representation of disabled people in
Saudi’s newspapers.

7

CHAPTER II - LITERATURE REVIEW
Disability and Representation in The Media
The future study rests on the information gained in previous scientific efforts to
understand issues surrounding disability and its representation in the media. Existent
research provides this project with knowledge and points at the gaps in the scholarly
exploration of disability. Academicians interested in the media portrayal of physical and
mental disabilities have determined both the field’s positive and negative aspects. This
literature review demonstrates that the topic has a substantial basis of knowledge related
to biases, media frames, misrepresentation and underrepresentation, stigmatization,
sourcing, age differences, political stances, international experiences, positive portrayals,
different types of impairments (physical, cognitive, and mental), and media
responsibility.
The topic of underrepresentation and misrepresentation of people with disabilities
in the media has been extensively covered in the literature since the emergence of
disability studies more than three decades ago. For example, Barnes (1991) reports ten
commonly recurring disabling stereotypes in the media encountered by disabled people:
portraying a disabled person as pitiable and pathetic, as sinister and evil, as the “super
cripple,” as a burden for normal people, as being unable to participate in daily activities,
as an object of violence or curiosity, as a laughable character, as non-sexual, as his or her
own worst enemy, and an atmosphere. These stereotypes are reported to be particularly
evident on television and in advertising. In addition to the stereotyping issues in the
media, scholars such as Garland-Thomson (2005) point out that modern society in
general “empathically denies vulnerability, contingency, and mortality” and, in this way,
8

disability and other forms of human variation are eliminated from the public
consciousness.
Numerous scholars in the field focused their research effort on how stereotypes
about people with disabilities in the media influence people’s attitudes toward them. For
example, as Black and Preters (2007) point out in their article, the media translate a
certain set of stereotypes about people with disabilities, which includes depicting disabled
people as pathetic and pitiable, sinister and evil, a burden to normal people who have to
care for them, and people who are unable to lead a successful lifestyle. The power of the
media to influence perception is so impressive that media viewers tend to adjust their
attitudes toward people with disabilities depending on which images are translated by the
media. In their study, Farnall and Smith (1999) conclude that those exposed to positive
portrayals of the disabled-on TV and in movies are more likely to perceive discrimination
and less likely to experience negative emotions when they meet people with disabilities
in real life. In fact, there is a great difference in perceptions of people with disabilities
among those who meet them in real life and those who build their perceptions solely
based on the media images. Furthermore, those who contact and interact with disabled
people in real-life situations report a decreased likelihood of such negative reactions as
fear and awkwardness (Farnall and Smith, 1999).
Traditional Models
The Medical Model
The medical model is one of the conventional models to view and study disability.
This approach perceives disability as a disease or a defect that resides within an
individual making his or her situation “inherently abnormal and pathological” (Retief &
9

Letšosa, 2018, p. 3). This perception of people with disabilities has also been named the
personal tragedy model because scholars ascribe to this mode of thinking regarding
disability as fundamentally negative and pitiable. The dependence on the medical model
had led to involuntary sterilization and euthanasia in the past (Retief & Letšosa, 2018).
The model has also been used to dehumanize people with disabilities because medical
professionals working with such patients viewed them as problems that required solutions
rather than people with dignity. The inhumane treatment of people with disabilities based
on this model demonstrates the archaic nature of this approach.
Specifically, the outdated medical model has received much criticism for its
dehumanization and disrespect for patients with or without disabilities. Mackelprang and
Salsgiver (1996) pointed out that the model perceives any patient as a passive participant
in the process ruled by physicians and their different assistants, ranging from nurses to
social workers. Recent developments in social justice and informed consent have made
this model inapplicable for most contexts in the developed world because the status of
doctors as ultimate decision-makers and the status of patients as silent recipients of
treatment fail to reflect minority empowerment crucial to social growth. Retief and
Letšosa (2018) agreed that the tremendous power bestowed on medical professionals was
unfavorable for the improvement of the social standing of people with disabilities.
The Economic Model
Another traditional model to view disability rests on the economic potential of
people with disabilities. Ronoh, Gaillard, and Marlowe (2015) explained that this model
emphasizes the economic issues of unemployment, related costs, and limited physical
functioning. Supporters of this model view the vulnerable group’s limitations based on
10

the limitations imposed on the amount and kind of work they can perform. The economic
model has been particularly influential in policy-making because political leaders take
into account the needs of industrialized society regarding occupational requirements. In
other words, people with disabilities are viewed as the workforce. Although the economic
model does not descend to the level of dehumanization prevalent in the medical model,
the economic approach still prevents people with disabilities from reaching their potential
and occupying a dignified position in society.
Academicians acknowledge the duality of the economic model that both
undermines people with disabilities and maintains a disability-conscious narrative.
Specifically, Retief and Letšosa (2018) elaborated that the economic model champions
respect, accommodations, and civil rights for the vulnerable population in its narrative.
However, but this approach still views disability as a burden to productivity. Because of
this discord between ideas, the economic model fails to offer people with disabilities
solutions that would help them with the advancement in life. The economic model places
the economic wellbeing of society above the wellbeing of the vulnerable group. Tucker
(2016) agreed that the economic model focuses on the internal flaws of people without
paying attention to external factors that create barriers to entry into society. As a result,
the economic model places a great emphasis on the physical and intellectual limitations
of the disability, creating the narrative that people with disabilities could not become
independent and active participants in society.
The Supercrip Model
Another traditional model that has gained attention in the view of the
development of mass media is the so-called supercrip model. This school of thought
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regards people with disabilities as deviant due to supposedly superhuman qualities or
special status to live a regular life despite disability, which is condescending to people
belonging to this group (Ahmed, 2019). In other words, the supercrip model portrays
ordinary accomplishments as extraordinary ones if people with disabilities achieve them.
The media tend to show people with disabilities as “beating the odds” in their situation
(Shepherd, 2016). The name of the model originates from “supercrips” that refer to
unsuitable stereotypical images of the representatives of this population (Kim, Lee, &
Oh, 2017). This model includes a portrayal of people with disabilities in an unrealistic
way. When cinema, TV, and other media types misrepresent individuals with disabilities,
these portrayals contribute to the generation and perpetuation of stereotypes.
For example, the supercrip model is vastly applicable to the field of sports media.
Kim et al. (2017) exemplified the model through the cases in which athletes with
disabilities are portrayed as having superhero qualities because of their sports
accomplishments. Shepherd (2016) concurred that this model has indeed prevented
communities from embracing the real experiences of athletes because their
accomplishments are covered unfaithfully to reality. Kim et al. (2017) specified that the
supercrip culture frames the experiences of people with disabilities to prevent these
people from gaining the necessary understanding and empathy from the side of other
people. Brooks (2018) maintained that the same applies to autistic people who fall in love
and date, while media covers their lives through the lens of overcoming obstacles despite
their disabilities. Thus, the supercrip model illustrates that even a seemingly positive
representative may be harmful due to stereotyping.
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Progressive Models
The Minority and Civil Rights Model
Since traditional theories have become obsolete in narratives of social sciences,
progressive approaches emerged to fill in the gap. The minority and civil rights models
are an option to consider in discussing the experiences of people with disabilities.
Whereas traditional models focus on the supposed flaws and deficiencies of people with
disabilities, progressive models reject such assumptions. Ahmed (2019) explained that
the minority/civil rights model rejected the idea that these people have limited economic,
mental, and physical functioning. The new model aimed to change stereotypes about the
vulnerable group to a more empathetic and realistic way of thinking. This approach
acknowledges the oppression that the group members undergo because of the barriers
created by society. It is suggested that society favors the needs and interests of nondisabled people over the needs and interests of disabled individuals.
Moreover, the model is based on the political dimension of discourse. Ahmed
(2019) added that the perspective blames the disabling factors on external factors instead
of internal ones because society cannot accept and adapt to the demands of people with
disabilities. Jackson (2017) stated that the minority/civil rights model assumes that these
people are active participants in different spheres like any other community member.
Members of the vulnerable community are concerned with policies that exclude them
from active engagement in social life. Like the minority/civil rights perspective, the
development and popularization of progressive approaches became possible because the
group identity of people with disabilities encouraged them to create a revolutionary
vision of change to gain civil rights and equal opportunities (Retief & Letšosa, 2018).
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This model sheds light on possible solutions to elevate the online presence of these
individuals on social media.
The Cultural Pluralism Model
Cultural pluralism has also become a salient feature of progressive perspectives
on disability. This phenomenon is preoccupied with preserving the unique identities of
minorities that are still embraced by the greater society. Cultural pluralism is vital for
people with disabilities because they must not sacrifice their identities to assimilate and
resemble people without disabilities. Ahmed (2019) pointed out that the cultural
pluralism model acknowledges that people with disabilities are versatile individuals
whose features, qualities, and skills are not defined by their disabilities. This progressive
point of view also includes the media coverage that does not overemphasize their
disabilities because these people are represented in the media, as any other person would
be portrayed. Burns and Haller (2015) noted that the minority/civil rights model is more
prevalent in social sciences than the cultural pluralism one, while both perspectives
improve the treatment of the population in question.
Furthermore, the cultural pluralism model seeks to advance the position of people
with disabilities in the professional, personal, and social dimensions of life. Waitoller and
Thorius (2016) asserted that this model has been helpful to guide democratic processes
meant to include minority groups in decision-making, while culturally sustaining
pedagogy assists in creating inclusive environments that foster the personal growth of
diverse individuals, including people with disabilities. Modern curricula have explicitly
included “ability pluralism” to accommodate the needs of people with disabilities without
emphasizing their status. Ultimately, this model shows that people from the vulnerable
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group should have a platform to self-present like people without disabilities. The model
assists in creating the narrative that these persons have versatile features, but at the same
time, they belong to ordinary society like any other people. Such an approach is useful to
distinguish people based on their achievements without emphasizing their disabilities.
Theoretical Framework
Framing theory has been crucial in media studies to identify issues related to
representation. This framework provides an understanding of the media concentrating on
specific events and placing them in specific reference areas known as frames. Bias and
framing are interrelated because frames enable reporters to provide a general
interpretation of isolated items of facts (McQuail, 2010). Therefore, the overreliance on
specific frames and areas of interest hinders the media from offering a complete picture
of an issue, like disability experiences.
A media frame refers to “a written, spoken, graphical, or visual message modality
that a communicator uses to contextualize a topic, such as a person, event, episode, or
issue” (D’Angelo, 2017. p. 1). The fragmentary nature of such frame-based news
produces a frame of reference, context, or theme that entails the selection and salience of
the news presented (McQuail, 2010). With this approach, biases occur because certain
contexts emphasize aspects of disability that may negatively influence the population.
Framing reflects the stance that a media source takes from a political, social, or
cultural perspective (McQuail, 2010). Therefore, media framing influences the public
population of phenomena, concepts, and populations, depending on the agenda that a
media outlet pursues (Lawlor & Tolley, 2017). People with disabilities are a population
of interest that can also benefit or suffer based on the types of frames used for its
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portrayal. This situation suggests that framing theory applies to the objectives set forward
by the current research.
The understanding of framing has created grounds for frame analysis. Baran and
Davis (2011) pointed out that expectations are a normal part of human thinking and
world perception, as they include stereotypes, attitudes, and typification schemes, as
well as biases. The scholars explained that humans use their cognitive skills to scan the
environment and interpret perceived objects, people, and events. Based on the
understanding of these expectations, Erving Goffman designed a frame analysis that
offers a systematic account of how humans employ expectations to comprehend their
daily lives (Baran & Davis, 2011; Lunt, 2020). Goffman contributed to social sciences
and communication theory by explaining that social practice develops under the
pressure of framing assumptions that have no rigidity, as these expectations are gamelike transformations that ensure negotiations among participants (Lunt, 2020). In other
words, frame analysis is useful for this research because framing entails dynamic
relationships and interactions that can be changed for the better for the population in
question.
Research demonstrates the applicability of media frames in the coverage of
disability issues. In the current media context, frames used to portray people with a
disability follow destructive patterns because they lead to the formation of unfavorable
stereotypes and biases (Abwao, 2018). As McQuail (2010) explained, frames contribute
to creating the subjective and fragmentary sense of awareness about a particular topic,
which prevents audiences from constructing a wholesome and fair view of the population
and the obstacles that these people encounter in everyday life. Since frames are
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applicable for the coverage of disability issues, frame analysis of Saudi newspapers is
likely to provide stakeholders with essential insights into the problem of negative
framing.
The framing theories would allow a more targeted approach to analyzing and
exploring the proposed research issue. A similar study was conducted by Ogundola
(2013), who applied both theories framing and critical to content analysis of newspapers
in Nigeria with a narrow focus on the presentation of disability in this type of social
communication channel. Specifically, Ogundola (2013) argued that framing theory was
significant for the study on disability presentation in newspapers because framing serves
as a tool used by audiences to classify information for consumption based on the preexisting primary framework. In other words, Ogundola (2013) claimed that framing
theory contributed to the research on disability presentation in newspapers in Nigeria by
offering insight into the distorted reality through manipulation in story creation delivered
through media messages. Further, Ogundola (2013) relied on critical theory in the context
of analysis of exclusion, popular culture, and unequal power relationships.
Furthermore, the delineation of the distinction between positive and negative
frames grants a chance to understand what media strategies are effective or detrimental in
the process of furthering social justice as related to the vulnerable population. Haller et al.
(2012) distinguished negative framing from positive framing, arguing that some
journalists and media sources create positive frames from which people with disabilities
benefit. The understanding of differences guides the research because stakeholders
should receive information about positive frames to enhance their presence in the media
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discourse and about negative frames to downplay their impact on the lives of affected
individuals.
Negative frames connected to people with disabilities rely on stereotypes that fuel
misrepresentation of the community. Negative frames portray people with disabilities as
one-dimensional characters who cannot reach their potential (Chen et al., 2012). Negative
framing also expands to the representation of these individuals as objects of pity
(Cobbinah, 2013). Some news reports use the frames of danger and burden associated
with other people’s interactions with these individuals (Tang & Bie, 2016). These
negative frames have the potential to harm the population, which necessitates their
research in Arabic newspapers.
Conversely, the presence of positive frames has also emerged in modern media.
The positive frame of disability rights and social justice empowers people with
disabilities and their associates (Haller et al., 2012). This frame is gaining momentum in
global media, but Arabic newspapers are subject to exploration in this sense. Another
positive frame, often used in para-athletic coverages, is supercrip that accentuates the
success of people with disabilities to achieve great results in their professional endeavors
(McGillivray et al., 2019). At the same time, positive frames must offer no exaggeration
to ensure the truthfulness of coverage. These positive frames should be located in Arabic
newspapers.
The differentiation between negative and positive are framing points at the
unequal distribution of negative and positive portrayals. More negative frames exist than
positive ones, while the study has the potential to identify these frames and their
frequency in Arabic newspapers. Specifically, the research will use frame analysis to
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detect negative and positive framing alike. Due to the underrepresentation and
misrepresentation of people with disabilities, Arabic newspapers should undergo an
assessment to draw a resolute conclusion about frames employed by Saudi reporters.
Ultimately, the frame theory and frame analysis are useful in this research
because they facilitate the process of data collection and data analysis. Frame analysis
based on expectations related to stereotypes and other perceptions will distinguish
between negative frames and positive frames. As found in scholarly literature, negative
frames to detect are the frames of failure, pity, danger, and burden. In their turn, positive
frames to locate in newspaper articles are disability rights and supercrip frames. Although
the two directions of framing have dissimilar frames, this classification is based on
scholarly literature, which already stresses the prevalence of negative framing over a
positive one.
Media Framing of Disability
The theory of framing has been instrumental in the development of research and
the pursuit of knowledge. Specifically, Nelson et al. (1997) explained that the theory uses
the concept of framing to identify the processes by which informational organizations
define and construct controversial issues. This theory recognizes that the media
influences public opinion, but most importantly, framing aims to gauge and describe the
exact effects of different frames on the audience’s perception. Framing has been effective
in media use because news organizations have tackled political, cultural, economic, and
social issues with the help of different frames (Matthes, 2009; Nelson et al., 1997;
Saleem, 2007). Media scientists have found this useful framework to break down
different topics and their effects in a specific research area. The efficacy of the framing
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theory in academic endeavors suggests that its further use with the same purpose would
provide positive results in unveiling new knowledge.
Consequently, the framing theory lays a foundation for the discussion of disability
concerns in media. Meyer (2010) studied the different frames employed in individualist
and collectivist societies and concluded that both cultures valued help lent to people with
disabilities. This analysis revealed that only Western societies had frames to support the
rights-based approach to disability initiatives. Since this study was conducted over two
decades ago, it is imperative to review the situation and apply the same theory to Saudi
Arabia to detect any changes to the media work with framing and its effects on public
opinion.
Ultimately, this study’s framing theory enables the research effort to consider the
different dimensions of the experience with disability. The frames used in this project
refer to the disability type, like physical and mental. The frames of communication
models are also part of the research to compare Saudi articles using the medical model,
economic model, supercrip model, and cultural pluralism model. The frames of sources
recruited for communication and the frames of stereotypes also shed light on framing this
issue in Saudi newspapers.
Disabilities in Advertising
In advertising, the recent trend toward inclusivity turns more and more categories
of people into advertising characters. People from the LGBT community, women, and
people from different racial backgrounds could be seen more often in advertisings today
than ever before. However, Leonard (2017) argues that creators of advertisements still
leave out one category of people, and this category is people with disabilities. A few
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people in the advertising industry are trying to involve disabled people in advertising as
actors, and attempts to do this are so rare that they could be easily counted using a finger
on one hand. In her article, pepper (2016) indicates that the most recent advertising that
features deaf and disabled actors is 2016 advertising by a confectionery product
Maltesers broadcasted during the 2016 Paralympic Games. From the three advertisings
launched as a part of the “Look at the Bright Side” campaign, one features a disabled
woman who jokes with her friends about her spasms and her boyfriend’s ejaculation,
another demonstrates a joke of a young chirpy disabled woman about running over the
bride’s foot, and the third one features a deaf actor who uses sign language to explain a
joke about a dog eating a hearing aid (Pepper, 2016). This campaign that focused on the
lives of disabled people and interesting situations that arise from their disabilities stands
out from other advertisings that feature disabled people only to show their disability. In
their study of the Maltesers advertisement, Marketing Society (2016) conclude that the
campaign is an example of effective marketing that yielded enormous benefits for the
brand and a campaign that created social change and sparked necessary debate about the
issue of disability representation in advertising.
Nonetheless, an example from Maltesers is rather an exception from the common
pattern of how people with disabilities are portrayed in advertising. Pattison (2016)
emphasizes that in most cases, whenever disabled people are represented in advertising, it
is done only to highlight their inspirational story or evoke an emotional reaction from the
viewers. This leads to a problem when disabled people are shown not as being
complicated and “alive” human beings but as a sum of their disabilities. Pattison (2016)
continues by citing Sarah Troke, a Scope for Change and disability campaigner, who
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stresses that the media is the “most effective of reaching huge audiences and challenging
people’s perceptions” and, hence, it is crucial to ensure the people with disabilities are
portrayed as wholesome members of society. Another study by the media agency UM
revealed that using people with disabilities as characters for their advertising helps
agencies break society’s stigmas. However, there is still much work to destigmatize
people with disabilities completely (B&T Magazine, 2018). One of the significant
findings of that study was that seeing people with disabilities in advertisings made 62%
of respondents feel uncomfortable, and a further 43% agreed that advertising that show
disabled people are “not appealing to people” (B&T Magazine, 2018). However,
concluding their thoughts on reactions to people with disabilities in advertisings, 43% of
respondents said that the uncomfortable response is caused by people not being exposed
enough to people with disabilities.
Another aspect of the representation of people with disabilities in advertising that
scholars have extensively studied is using images of disabled people in charity
advertising. For example, in their study, Burt and Strongman (2005) found that images of
disabled people used in charity advertising generated particularly strong emotional
reactions in respondents. Stronger emotional responses caused only pictures of children.
Moreover, the authors also investigated that showing negative emotions such as
suffering and struggle of disabled people generated significantly larger monetary
outcomes from charity advertising and significantly larger donations of time and items
(Burt and Strongman, 2005). Confirming the assumption that disabled people are used in
charity advertising only to demonstrate their suffering, Ellis (2016) writes in her book
that charity advertising constructs people with disabilities as “tragic but brave creatures,
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objects of the camera’s gaze.” Ellis (2016) also stresses the significance of charity
advertising informing the public perception of disability through the photographic gaze.
In this way, in charity advertising, people are encouraged to stare at disabled people and
their suffering, which is an example of stereotyping.
However, despite all issues with the representation of people with disabilities in
advertising, some authors also note the progress of disabled people’s portrayals in
advertising during the last decades. For example, Rabinovitz (1991) indicates the
growing trend in television and advertising toward depicting disabled people more
accurately and frequently. While advertisements with disabled people have appeared
since the early 1980s, Rabinovitz (1991) stresses a greater variety of roles that disabled
people play in advertisings and attempts of creators to treat disabilities with humor. One
of the most demonstrative examples of the latter is advertising where the quarterback Joe
Montana laughs as the blind singer Ray Charles is handed a Diet Coke instead of Diet
Pepsi. Rucker (2016) also notes that both television and print advertising featuring people
with disabilities is on the rise, with the main reason behind it being that advertisers today
have to make social and emotional connections with buyers to ensure more visibility and
engagement, and also to earn social currency that lasts much longer than financial
currency.
Although there has been much progress in the inclusion of people with disabilities
in advertising compared to decades ago, there are still some significant issues that persist.
In his article, Bolt (2014) indicates that new advertisings that represent disabled people
have a problematic advertising aesthetic. More precisely, advertisings that demonstrate
visual impairment (such as a recent trilogy of Dove advertisings) are found to be
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underpinned by ocularcentrism, despite their alleged appreciation of visual impairment.
In their turn, Panol and McBride (2001) conclude in their study of the impact of
advertisings featuring disabled people on perceptions, feelings, and behavior of nondisabled people that no significant differences were found between responses toward
disability and non-disability advertisings. These findings could point to the possible
mainstreaming effect of advertisements that feature people with disabilities.
Disability Representation in Newspapers
Misrepresentation and Underrepresentation
The problem of media biases is one of the central issues explored by scholars.
Specifically, Haller et al. (2012) acknowledged that journalists could form biases toward
the vulnerable population they convey in their news coverage. Gold and Auslander
(1999) agreed that media sources are responsible for the creation of negative stereotypes
and biases about people with disabilities. The analysis conducted by Bendukurthi and
Raman (2016) revealed that news stories have a significant bias in framing disability,
leading to an increase in misunderstandings of impairments. The presence of bias in news
reporting prevents the audience from getting a nuanced view of the circumstances
surrounding a person’s experiences with a disability. Belcher (2010) explained that bias
is often used to emphasize the vulnerable position of people with impairments without
giving justice to these individuals’ experiences. Prejudiced information or journalist
perspectives shape the mainstream media and cause the audience to believe stereotypes
about the population in question (Teng & Joo, 2020). Evidently, the topic of biased
reporting is closely interlinked with media frames that journalists use to portray people
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with disabilities in specific ways that create the narrative and shape the audience’s
perceptions and attitudes.
The media use specific lenses through which journalists create frames
representing people with disabilities, often in stereotypical situations. Abwao (2018)
stressed that framing news stories has become the reason for bias in media. Framing
contributed to subjective reality construction because reporters select and restructure
information that creates a specific meaning to journalists and audience members alike.
Framing may not be a result of malicious intent because, initially, the use of media
frames in new coverage enabled reporters to process and present large amounts of
information in an efficient way (Mick, 1996). Moreover, Abwao (2018) pointed out that
the consequences of this limited understanding of disability are grounded in the
audience’s impact and the vulnerable population. When the audience envisions people
with disabilities in a certain way, new coverage may affect how the public treats them.
Therefore, media frames can be altered to ensure that the media represents people with
disabilities, influencing them positively or negatively. For example, Haller et al. (2012)
argued that a disability rights lens had supplanted traditional stereotypical frames. In
other words, the media has successfully introduced positive changes because reporters
often use a media frame that helps people with disabilities make their issues known to the
public, which instigates further positive changes.
The information gained in multiples studies on framing, stereotyping, and biased
reporting demonstrates that misrepresentation and underrepresentation have been
significant issues in the media coverage of disability. Misrepresentation occurs because
of negative media frames and biases, but underrepresentation has other aspects to its
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existence and influence on people’s lives in the disabled community. The
misrepresentative nature of media coverage has been recognized by authorities, like the
US National Council on Disability (Haller et al., 2012). Misrepresentation often occurs
when journalists strive to present people with disabilities as objects of pity (Cobbinah,
2013).
As for underrepresentation, it has also been deemed a serious topic because the
lack of coverage prevents the community from getting the attention needed for positive
change. The needs of people with disabilities should be made know to the public for
collaborative efforts. Wilkinson and McGill (2009) claimed that underrepresentation
often occurs for specific types of disability, like a lack of portrayal of “severe intellectual
disability, additional mental health problems, additional challenging behavior, additional
hearing impairments, and epilepsy” (p. 70). This issue demonstrates the exclusionary
nature of media coverage because some stories gain less attention than others do.
Information Sourcing
Improper information sourcing is one of the reasons for misrepresentation or
underrepresentation. While developing their news stories, journalists often resort to
gaining knowledge about the experience of disability from people other than individuals
with an impairment. The study by Huws and Jones (2011) discovered that news stories
about people with autism are often based on third-party accounts, while individuals with
autism and their families have no opportunity to shape the narrative with their statements.
Thus, generalizations based on third-party beliefs occur when journalists fail to select
quality sources. Ye and Zeldes (2020) elaborated that journalist exercise power when
selecting their sources because the narrative they use is influenced by individuals who
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provide their commentary on people with disabilities’ experiences. Additionally, Haller et
al. (2012) explained that the recruited sources might be authoritative, which means that
the media might rely on the elites’ sources rather than underprivileged populations. The
media may be more interested in finding specific sources that would benefit people and
communities with privileges, while the experiences of individuals without privileges may
be disregarded.
Stigmatization
Another important finding in many previous studies relates to the stigmatization
that occurs because of a poor portrayal of people with disabilities. In particular, the
wrong framing of disability experiences has contributed to stigmatization. The presence
of stigma in society has led some families to hide or even chain children with disabilities
to prevent attention from the public (Cobbinah, 2013). Social exclusion becomes a
problem for people who feel the weight of the stigma associated with their impairment
(Teng & Joo, 2020). However, scholarly literature stresses that stigma is a multilayered
concept. Chen et al. (2012) asserted that stigma originates from a blend of multiple
elements, like labeling, stereotyping, emotional responses, status loss, and discrimination.
Combining these issues reduces people’s experiences with disabilities to one-dimensional
images associated with the rise of negative stereotypes. Stigmatization prevents
vulnerable communities from achieving their maximum potential. Tang and Bie (2016)
research found that stigma in Chinese newspapers about people with autism has two
qualities, namely peril and mark. At the same time, peril indicates that the media creates
an idea that people with a present impairment danger, including anxieties and costs
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associated with their disability management, mark certain qualities that betray
information about their disabilities to the public.
Age Differences
Furthermore, the literature review shows that the portrayal of people with
disabilities varies based on age. Tang and Bie (2016) stated that news coverage on autism
features a significant overrepresentation of children with this impairment, while adults
with autism gain much less attention from journalists. As a result, adults with autism
remain an underrepresented group, which challenges their opportunities to gain more
support from the government and activists.
Another study showed that most media coverage focuses on the medical model,
such as physical factors, health issues, and communicative disorders. The study by
Almakan and Alodat (2018) was conducted to analyze how parents of children with
disabilities perceived the Jordanian media coverage of this vulnerable population. The
study sample randomly selected 129 parents from families of disabled children. The
study found that the Jordanian media showed a moderate level of covering issues
experienced by children with disabilities. With social media demonstrating the highest
rating, visual and audio media followed in the rating list, while print media had the
lowest score regarding coverage of issues related to children with disabilities. In their
turn, Wilkinson and McGill (2009) added to the discourse by explaining that the agerelated representation of people with intellectual or developmental disabilities did not
align with population ratios. Adults with this impairment would also require attention
from reporters to cover their issues. Chen et al. (2012) reported similar findings, stating
that the overrepresentation of children with intellectual disabilities is disproportionate
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compared to other age groups. However, the study by Gold and Auslander (1999)
provided different findings that were affected by different cultural settings. Adults with
disabilities gained more coverage than children in Canadian media, while children with
disabilities gained more attention from reporters than adults in Israeli media (Gold &
Auslander, 1999).
Gender Differences
Scholarly literature offers vast information on the role of the media in the
representation of women with disabilities. For example, Ayvazoglu (2015) conducted a
study on how female athletes with disabilities were represented in a Turkish sports
newspaper. The study sample consisted of 486 articles published between the years 2007
and 2011. The study pointed out that female athletes with disabilities had less media
coverage than male athletes with disabilities in the newspaper, demonstrating a
differentiation of media portrayal based on gender. The findings revealed that male
athletes with disabilities were represented in team sports, while female athletes were
represented in individual sports.
Moreover, newspaper articles described female athletes as primarily passive.
Females and males have depicted their disability as visible. In other words, the depiction
of athletes follows the medical model because most articles represented male and female
athletes alike as people using wheelchairs. Therefore, a focus on people with mobility
issues was greater than the attention given to individuals with other forms of disability.
Political and Economic Stances
Political and economic perspectives have also received attention from scholars
exploring media representation of disability. Bendukurthi and Raman (2016) stated that
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modern narratives in English and India serve neo-liberal purposes. Their findings
demonstrated that disability narrative construction was based on the value people with
disabilities bring to society. This shift from traditional discourses that devalue people
with disabilities and reduce their experiences illustrates the media’s readiness to represent
these individuals as equal participants in the market ready to exchange value
(Bendukurthi & Raman, 2016). The narrative change has value because people with
impairments have difficulty finding employment and underperform in their employment
experiences (Huws & Jones, 2011). At the same time, Haller et al. (2006) explained that,
despite the majority of adults with disabilities being employed, the media failed to
portray them fairly, often creating a stereotype that these individuals are helpless or
homeless. The change in the economic and political narrative about disability signals that
these discrepancies are gradually disappearing.
International Perspectives
The importance of the current study rests on the need to enrich knowledge about
different cultures. Previous research was conducted across multiple cultures that may
differ in value systems and other beliefs, including treating people with disabilities. For
example, Tang and Bie (2016) and Ye and Zeldes (2020) conducted their respective
research projects focusing on the Chinese media. Tang and Bie (2016) found that the
knowledge of autism as a life-changing impairment increased because of media, but
reporting remained biased. Ye and Zeldes (2020) learned that coverage was not
increasing, which has implications for the community. As for Western experiences, Gold
and Auslander (1999) and Haller et al. (2012) generated new knowledge about the
coverage of disability in the Canadian media. Gold and Auslander (1999) found that
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Canadian and Israeli newspapers had traditional approaches to covering disability while
focusing on frequent problems faced by individuals with disabilities. Haller et al. (2012)
claimed that a disability rights frame was becoming more common in Canadian and US
media sources. These differences between Western and Eastern media narratives suggest
that other cultures should also examine the status quo of the media representation of
disability.
Positive Portrayals
Although the media has been influential negatively on many occasions for the
community, positive portrayals are also present in the narrative. McGillivray et al. (2019)
stated that supercrip as positive stereotyping of para-athletes positively affects media
representations and the community of individuals with disabilities. The scientists
explained that positive stories must not exaggerate, but the inspiring tone, in general, was
beneficial to the population. Haller et al. (2012) confirmed that the more the media
portray people with disabilities as supercrips, the more likely they are to have higher selfesteem.
Analyzing the representation of a person with disabilities in printed media, Mick
(1996) conducted a study on how newspapers portrayed disabled people in the US
Through framing analysis of the New York Times and the Los Angeles Times; the study
results illustrated that the overall quantity of disability news stories increased over time,
from 1986 to 1994, with the peak being in 1990. On the other hand, traditional coverage
prevailed in the news stories, but the general trend toward increasing reporting was
observed, especially in 1990. In other words, 1994 marked a shift in the journalistic
expression from pity to integration. Newspapers recorded a decrease in the percentage of
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stories characterized by sympathy toward the disabled person and increased disability
stories framed by integration. Additionally, by 1994, disability coverage experienced a
decline in news stories characterized by pity and an increase in disability stories framed
by a combination of different races, cultures, nationalities, etc.
Newspapers constitute a major medium that exposes the audience to information
on disability in modern society. In a similar vein, newspapers help people to shape their
attitudes toward disabled people negatively or positively. The study by Bie and Tang
(2014) examined how prime newspapers in China covered autism in the course of a
decade. The framing analysis of newspapers discovered that leading newspapers
increased the coverage of autism. The study pointed to the three most well-known issue
frames: the charity frame, infrastructure frame, and science frame. In addition,
newspapers framed autism as a family problem. Autistic people are mostly silenced
except those who have unique talents. The study concluded that a decreased application
of both the scientific discourse and the human-interest discourse contributed to increasing
the use of the public relations discourse. Nevertheless, Gold and Auslander (1999)
pointed out that positive portrayals are not necessarily taken seriously by the audience
because readers might consider that the media simply tries to avoid controversy.
Different Types of Impairment
It must be noted that the review of literature reflected the different foci of
attention by scholars because there are different types of disabilities. Physical,
intellectual/cognitive/developmental, and mental disabilities present an interest to
academicians because some types of disabilities are more identifiable than others are. The
type of impairment matters for research because people with a visible impairment are
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more likely to gain stigmatization than invisible disabilities. For example, Belcher (2010)
reported that a visibly disabled woman was criticized for being recruited to work on a
children’s program. Aesthetic qualities are a subject of discussion in such controversies.
Abwao (2018) added that all disabilities require attention because excluding invisible
disabilities would mean that some impairments have greater significance than others
have.
Media Responsibility
Remarkably, the literature review shows that there is a need for greater media
responsibility on journalists’ treatment of people with impairments. Cobbinah (2013)
emphasized that media professionals must embrace high levels of ethics when they cover
topics related to disability because they possess tools to empower people with disabilities
and instigate social change that would be positive for marginalized communities.
Bendukurthi and Raman (2016) agreed that media outlets are responsible for raising
awareness about disability issues. Belcher (2010) also stated that the responsibility rests
on the fact that people who do not interact with individuals with disabilities should be
exposed to media frames that would increase their knowledge of disability issues. Sarret
(2011) claimed that people with autism also require representations that would endorse
and respect their experiences. These suggestions align with the need to avoid bias
because reporters must relay the information factually and without prejudice (Mick,
1996).
The Background of Saudi Arabia
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia possesses a strong cultural identity related to
Islam’s tenets encapsulated in the Holy Quran. Islamic and Arabic traditions, the
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historical emergence of the trade center, and the Islamic heritage are factors shaping the
kingdom today (The Embassy of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, n.d.). Saudi Arabia has a
commodity-based economy reliant on petroleum that has made the kingdom a leader in
the production and exportation of oil. However, the country has taken a direction to
diversify its economy, which requires the government, society, and businesses to embrace
significant changes in different domains of Saudi existence. The government has taken
the lead in developing long-term economic goals that guide the country to an improved
position in the global market.
Similarly, the social dimension of Saudi Arabia has undergone substantial
changes. The General Authority for Statistics (2019) reported that Saudi Arabia has
34,218,169 persons, with 19,739,056 and 14,479,113 males and females, respectively.
Moreover, education is a requirement for all Saudis regardless of gender because the
Qur’an accentuates the value of learning for everyone (The Embassy, n.d.). The country’s
healthcare system provides free services to the public, with some facilities created to treat
and rehabilitate people with mental and physical disabilities. The Japan International
Cooperation Agency (2002) noted that the kingdom invested 6.4% of healthcare funds in
1996-1998. However, the healthcare systems have become more developed, as the
Ministry of Health currently operates 18 centers explicitly designed to provide services to
people with disabilities (The Embassy, n.d.). Therefore, the kingdom’s background
demonstrates that Saudi Arabia has resources to champion social welfare, but more
information is needed to discuss media coverage.
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The Background of Disability in Saudi Arabia
As evident from the information provided in the subsection above, the leadership
of Saudi Arabia has an awareness of disability as a social and healthcare issue that should
be addressed. Al-Jadid (2013) emphasized that disability is a complex phenomenon that
places constraints on a person and their ability to engage in life activities. For this reason,
the exploration of disability in Saudi Arabia is indispensable to understand how the
culture addresses the issue and assists the vulnerable population.
Since Saudi Arabia embraces the Islamic Sharia that champions all humans’
rights, religion, and culture strive to protect people with disabilities. The Japan
International Cooperation Agency (2002) explained that Islamic law ensures that every
person has a right to live with dignity and gain welfare. At the same time, medical
statistics were insufficient because they lacked consistent and comprehensive reports on
disability, namely disability types, numbers, and geographical distribution of persons
with disabilities. These discrepancies in data justify the importance of additional studies
to discuss disability in Saudi Arabia.
Disability in the country has multiple causes that demonstrate the necessity to pay
attention to people with different experiences. Al-Jadid (2013) explained that road traffic
incidents, stroke, cerebral palsy, head injuries, spinal cord injuries, infections, and
inflammation are the most typical reasons people develop a chronic disability in the
country. For the most part, people realize that regardless of a cause, disability is part of
human nature because any individual may suffer an impairment during any stage of his or
her life (Holzer, Vreede, & Weigt, 1999). However, understanding a cause ensures that
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policymakers create policies that would help a specific portion of the vulnerable
population.
Moreover, disability instigates the process of the development of multiple
psychological effects. When impairment occurs in a person’s life, the person has to
understand what is happening to them. Mental or physical disability prevents a person
from living a life that is considered normal in other parts of society, whereas these
limitations contribute to the emergence of stigma and other problematic experiences.
Families of people with disabilities tend to leave their impaired relatives behind closed
doors, which creates an erroneous belief that the rate of people with disabilities is meager
(Al-Jadid, 2013). However, this exclusion shapes limiting assumptions and adds to the
loneliness and stress people with disabilities experience. Individuals with an impairment
in such restrictive families encounter the exterior society only when visiting a hospital.
In other words, despite the religious and official statement that every person has
value, Saudi society contributes to the generation of stigma for people who have mental or
physical disabilities. The study by Alshaigi et al. (2019) revealed that stigmatization often
extends to families of people with disabilities, while some people tend to self-enact stigma.
Al-Jadid (2013) asserted that anxiety and depression are common among mothers with
female children who have disabilities. Thus, an impairment leads to mental health disorders
among victims and their relatives alike.
Moreover, the unexpected nature of a disability may have additional negative
consequences. Al-Jadid (2013) explained that the post-injury stage, when people are still
hopeful that they may be rehabilitated, might be followed by a stage characterized by
suicide ideation, but people who had suicide attempts or thoughts are rare in Saudi
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Arabia, which might depend on the religious inclination of the entire culture. People who
accept their impairment and complete higher education are more likely to embrace
religion than in their pre-morbid state. Apart from personal and health-related
consequences, it is essential to discuss the impact of disability on education and
employment in Saudi Arabia.
Inclusive education has become an important tendency across diverse cultures
globally, but Saudi Arabia makes only the first steps in desegregation. Alharbi and
Madhesh (2018) explained that separating children with disabilities from other students is
still a reality for most children and adolescents in the country. However, more people
speak out about this marginalization, which encourages leaders to review exclusive
education policies. The approach to segregating children with and without disabilities had
not been criticized for many years. Al-Jadid (2013) elaborated that the Noor Institute for
the Blind, Amal Institute for the Deaf, and the Institute for the Mentally Retarded are the
main facilities that provide educational services for children with disabilities. However,
scholarly research on inclusive education shows that general classrooms are a favorable
environment for children with special needs.
As for employment, people with disabilities also encounter additional problems in
access to professional opportunities. Al-Jadid (2013) stated that even developed countries
offer few opportunities for people with disabilities to pursue a career. The research by
Alkhouli (2015) showed that workplace environments in Saudi Arabia are inadequate for
people with disabilities. These inefficient settings contribute to underemployment and
unemployment tendencies within the vulnerable population. Employers from the private
and public domains alike lack regard for people with disabilities because the former fail
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to provide instruments required by employees with special needs. However, the kingdom
participates in the international initiative that culminates as the Global Business and
Disability Network that gathers multinational companies interested in creating jobs for
people with disabilities (International Labour Organization & Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development, 2018). With the complicated life that the vulnerable
population has, it is understandable that media coverage of related issues may fail, giving
people with disabilities justice.
Saudi Arabia’s vision 2030 for disabilities
The Saudi government recognizes the vulnerability of people with disabilities
whose impairments have diverse causes and manifestations. To protect the rights of this
population, the government designs initiatives that facilitate these people’s experiences
with multiple sectors, including healthcare, education, and social activities. The Unified
National Platform (2021) reported that comprehensive approaches are taken to mitigate
the negative effects of disability and help individuals become an integral part of society.
Specifically, the Basic Law of Governance protects people with disabilities
because this constitutional document obligates the government to protect human rights.
The Unified National Platform (2021) elaborated that this focus relates to the values of
justice and equality that prohibit discrimination against people with disabilities. The
Saudi government uses this principle to create initiatives and organizations, such as the
Care Authority for People with Disabilities. This agency is responsible for protecting
rights in healthcare, civil service, labor, disciplinary procedures, legal pleading system,
social insurance, and pensions.
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Moreover, the government guarantees protection from harm and punishment to
perpetrators. People with disabilities receive assistance, treatment, shelter, psychological
care, and other healthcare services when required. The system has also created financial
support projects, as people with disabilities can receive financial aid as long as they
register at the Ministry and undergo an assessment. The government has also supported
the creation of social and professional rehabilitation centers and daycare centers that
improve the experiences of people with disabilities. United by a noble common goal, the
government and multiple organizations interested in protecting the rights of people with
disabilities ensure equality in employment, housing, and education, while daily needs,
like transportation solutions and access facilities, also help this population lead a life with
dignity.
The Representation of People with Disabilities in Arab and Saudi Communities
The media representation of people with disabilities in Arab and Saudi
communities has gained some attention from social scientists interested in finding new
knowledge on the population’s position in greater society. First and foremost, the issue
with media coverage of people with disabilities rests on this group’s lack of credible
information. Several researchers have noted that there are obstacles to disability research
in Saudi Arabia, which should be acknowledged to circumvent these problems and
acquire new insights to help researchers and practitioners introduce society changes.
Difficulties in research should receive proper attention. Al-Gain and AlAbdulwahab (2002) pointed out that the lack of proper epidemiological research might be
the main issue. The authors also explained that the existent studies mostly focus on
surveys that limit the extent of information that scholars try to gain in their research
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efforts. The versatility of disability research is missing, which affects the media portrayal
of people with disabilities. Al-Gain and Al-Abdulwahab (2002) added that more studies
should focus on intervention management and early identification of disability. Al-Jadid
(2013) elaborated those different definitions of disability prevent people from admitting
these issues. The under-reporting of disability due to limited definitions and stigma is
also a possible obstacle in disability research. The improvement in research efforts would
enhance the ability of the media to portray people with disabilities fairly.
For these reasons, the media representation of people with disabilities in Saudi
Arabia might require improvement. McCrae, Sharif, and Norman (2019) remarked that
newspapers have the power to influence social beliefs in order to instigate positive
change for people with disabilities and other vulnerable groups, but careless reporting is a
threat that contributes to stigmatization. The same study by McCrae et al. (2019) focused
on news reporting in Saudi Arabia and discovered that most media outlets are similar to
the representation of individuals with a disability done by other countries.
Nevertheless, the article revealed that some newspaper reports perpetuated the
theme of the blame on the victim. Although newspapers acknowledge the role of genetic
and environmental factors on the development of impairments, some journalists use the
idea of spiritual possession when talking about people with mental disabilities. The “evil
eye” concept is an issue found in this group’s media coverage (McCrae et al., 2019).
Therefore, there is a lack of awareness of what mental health disorders represent in the
media, which should be remedied by the collaboration between mental health
professionals, patients, and families. Japan International Cooperation Agency (2002)
recognized the importance of paying attention to mass media and public awareness to
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overcome disability issues found in Saudi Arabia. Newspapers and other media outlets
should take a more rational and humanistic approach to portray mental health disabilities.
The media’s significant role in attempts to change the public understanding of
disability should not be underestimated. International Labour Organization and
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (2018) explained that the
media must participate in averting stereotypes. The media has the power to set the tone
for policymakers and other relevant stakeholders to portray people with disabilities,
avoiding stereotypes. New language in use should avoid stigmatization and reduce
discriminatory practices. At the same time, media portrayals in Arab communities often
depend on the narratives created and perpetuated by families of people with disabilities.
In particular, relatives and caregivers to people with disabilities often have the
freedom to shape this group’s narratives of experiences. Holzer et al. (1999) explained
that families, care providers, and well-meaning people without disabilities are the ones
who take the lead in shaping the narrative. On the one hand, their involvement in sharing
experiences sheds light on the issues surrounding disability. On the other hand, these
people cannot provide an accurate description of such experiences. Only people with
disabilities can be accurate in how they experience the world because of their
impairment. Since many people with disabilities have no platform to share their opinions
and concerns, the media fails to provide audiences with firsthand how disability
influences these people’s lives. As a result, people with disabilities have their interests
represented in the media inappropriately (Holzer et al., 1999). People with disabilities are
rarely quoted, and, therefore, the media fails to craft a relevant and truthful portrayal of
individuals from the vulnerable group.
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Furthermore, studies confirm that the media has the potential to change the
experiences of people with disabilities because newspapers, social media, and other
media outlets contribute to the creation of general moods and attitudes. Saran, White, and
Kuper (2019) researched information in different countries, including Saudi Arabia, and
the study discovered that media campaigns, positive media coverage of impairment, and
championing human rights of people with disabilities through media are effective
approaches to the development of healthy attitudes to people with disabilities. In other
words, seeing the media as a useful instrument in the attempts to satisfy the needs of
people with disabilities is possible despite its harmful effects communicated by McCrae
et al. (2019).
Additionally, the media representation of people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia,
other Arab communities, and the entire globe has depended on the proliferation of sports
events. Sports events for people with disabilities play a crucial role in establishing
positive depictions of disability recommended by Saran et al. (2019). Speaking of
football for people with disabilities, Atherton and Macbeth (2016) explained that
specifically, football had been a recent development in attempts to offer more sporting
opportunities for the group in question. However, sports events are an extensive field that
engages amputees, blind people, and participants with other types of impairments. Saudi
Arabia has also participated in international competitions that involved sports competitors
with disabilities. For example, the World Cup in Limpopo (South Africa) of 2010
involved the kingdom and its representatives with learning disabilities (Atherton &
Macbeth, 2016). Saudi Arabia won the World Cup in 2010, and the Saudi special needs
football team won the World Cup for the fourth time in a row in 2006, 2010, 2014, and
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2018 (Arabnews, 2018). Hence, sports events are a viable option to consider when media
outlets have a problem identifying good themes to uncover when the media endeavors to
create a narrative about people with disabilities. High-profile sporting events should be
covered, but smaller initiatives can also break negative stereotypes about the population.
Ultimately, although little research has been done on the media portrayal of
people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia, other research efforts are sufficient to understand
that media outlets’ position is essential for developing positive attitudes toward people
with disabilities. Happer and Philo (2013) stressed that negative media coverage leads to
the hardening of this group’s views. When the media limits information about
impairments, audiences have trouble with understanding disability-related issues. Happer
and Philo (2013) explained that the media prevents audiences from realizing that social
change is possible, but people require comprehensive reporting that allows them to
embrace a specific stance about disability or other social issues. Due to the media’s
significant role and limited research information on media portrayal in Saudi and Arab
communities, new studies should be conducted to expand the scholarly knowledge. The
lack of information justifies the current project.
The impact of disability media on public perception
Various factors influence the public’s beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions of
disabilities. Since the media shapes attitudes, it is one of the most powerful societal
factors. The study by Burns (2016) explored to what extent exposure to disability studies
in broadcast journalism education can affect how journalists tackle the topic in their
professional lives. The case study found that the discussion about media representation of
disability affects perceptions of vulnerable groups in the community. Similarly, the
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awareness of the image of people with disabilities and diversity provides journalism
students with the capacity to move beyond the individual and into group diversity in the
workplace, such as the newsroom. The study confirmed the importance of diversity
discussion in journalism classes (Burns, 2016).
Similar to the previous study, Lu et al. (2017) conducted experimental research
on how person-centered portrayals of people with disabilities in public media can
affect undergraduate students’ attitudes toward disabled people, both implicitly and
explicitly. The study was unique because no other research effort employed the
experimental method to explore the change in students’ explicit and implicit attitudes
toward people with disabilities. The study sample consisted of fifty-three
undergraduate students who were randomly assigned to two groups, namely an
experimental group and a control group. Researchers measured explicit and implicit
attitudes before and after participants watched three videos about real-life experiences
of people with disabilities. The results revealed that students in the experimental group
developed positive explicit attitudes, while their implicit attitudes became more
passive. In contrast, the control group indicated that there was no change in their
attitudes (Lu et al., 2017).
The impact of media representation of disabilities was not limited to students
because the media has the power to shape attitudes and perceptions of teachers as well.
Samsel and Perepa (2013) investigated a relationship between media portrayal of people
with disabilities and their impact on teachers’ perceptions of their students. The findings
unveiled that the media dramatized disability. As a result, the media caused the
continuous dissemination of partial mental images. The study also found that the media
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lack an appropriate and correct image representation of people with disabilities.
Participants recognized the media as affecting their understanding and knowledge of
disabilities and approaches. However, teachers explained that the media did not affect
their teaching practices directly.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Therefore, the literature review demonstrates the topic’s relevance, as some
scholars have noticed a shift that improves media reporting (Haller et al., 2012;
McGillivray et al., 2019). Mass communication instruments’ rise does not negate the
traditional media’s importance that has been considered to take traditional approaches to
cover disability (Abwao, 2018). The topic’s relevance lies in exploring how new media
and social developments affect individuals with a disability. Moreover, Abwao (2018)
stated that many countries have no equivalent of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Further research should uncover additional information about people with disabilities’
media treatment to improve media coverage’s global situation. Cobbinah (2013)
recommended taking actions to eliminate discrimination because injustices remain a
common occurrence for people with either visible or invisible impairments.
Upon the review of the existent literature on the representation of disabilities in
media and because of a limited number of studies on media coverage of people with
disabilities in Saudi media, the following research questions and hypotheses guided this
study:
RQ1: What issues are covered in relation to disability in Saudi newspapers?
RQ2: What type of disability is most frequently mentioned in Saudi newspapers?
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RQ3: What message formats are used to cover disability-related issues in Saudi
newspapers?
RQ4: Does the depiction of disability in Saudi newspapers reflect a positive frame
or a negative frame?
RQ5: Are there differences between Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh in terms of the
depiction of disability?
H1: Males with disabilities will be mentioned more frequently than females with
disabilities in Saudi newspapers.
H2: Females with disabilities will be portrayed in a more passive role than males
with disabilities in Saudi newspapers.
H3: Children with disabilities will be mentioned more frequently than adults with
disabilities in Saudi newspapers.
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CHAPTER III - METHODOLOGY
This research section provides information on the research design, research
sample, measures, and reliability questions. A proper methodology selected and
implemented ensures the efficient and effective collection and analysis of data about the
selected topic, research questions, and hypotheses. Kapoor et al. (2018) explained that
statistical methods have been essential to the elucidation of topics found in a large
corpus, while quantitative methods used in studies focused on the media usually resort to
analytical techniques. This information has relevance because the study adopts a
quantitative method, as detailed in the next subsection.
Research Design
Specifically, research design must offer an adequate framework for a research
study (Sileyew, 2019). The framework most suitable for the current project focuses on
the provision of hard data and concrete evidence satisfied by the quantitative research
design. This type of scholarly work provides statistical information that contributes to the
possibility to generate actionable insights. Quantitative data demonstrate evidential
knowledge about a topic of interest. Leavey (2017) elaborated that quantitative research
creates the benefits of “breadth, statistical descriptions, and generalizability” that later
translates to the attainment of objectivity, control, and exact measurement (p. 87). These
advantages ensure that the quantitative research design serves as the best option to
analyze the coverage of disability in Saudi newspapers.
The research paradigm should also align with the purpose of the study. Leavey
(2017) mentioned that the quantitative design typically applies to research questions
associated with causal relationships, associations, and correlations. Creswell (2014)
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agreed that this approach often requires an investigation of variables related to questions
and hypotheses. Based on these qualities, the research paradigm should follow the postpositivist and deterministic approaches. Post-positivist philosophical beliefs concentrate
on determination, reductionism, empirical observation/measurement, and theory
verification (Creswell, 2014). In particular, determinism has a mission of exploring
relationships among variables, as applicable to this research. The quantitative design
inspired by the post-positivist philosophical view uses deductive approaches to its
advantage. Deductive thinking is imperative to academic pursuits that refute or collect
evidence to support a hypothesis (Leavey, 2017). The presence of variables or measures
and the formulation of hypotheses confirm that the research follows a post-positivist and
determinist worldview that benefits from deductive thinking.
The quantitative non-experimental design occurs using content analysis. In this
project, the quantitative content analysis uses the data from two newspapers popular in
Saudi Arabia. The content analysis represents the study of qualitative texts, images, and
videos (Leavy, 2017). This method is also viewed as unobtrusive because no human
subjects are involved in the process, which facilitates ethical approval and diminishes
risks that might pose a threat to the research’s ethical standing. Unobtrusive research
enables researchers to explore social phenomena without affecting them (Kuye, 2017).
Therefore, unobtrusive research enhances the position of the study that requires the use of
publicly available information.
Unobtrusive research often lays a foundation for the completion of content
analysis. Content analysis refers to the systematic investigation of texts that have proven
their usefulness in the studies of the media and minority representation (Leavy, 2017).
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Content analysis has the quality of making replicative and valid inferences from the
collected data. This approach is reductionist because sampling and measurement reduce
the significant bulks of data to manageable information units (Riffe et al., 2008). Such a
research design corresponds to the identified research topic’s needs, research questions,
and hypotheses.
Research Sample
The research sample for the project should focus on the research aims to ensure
that an adequate amount of information is transformed into manageable data. A sample
refers to a subset of units from the population under scrutiny meant to represent the
population at the end (Riffe et al., 2008). Typically, a population sample provides
researchers with the needed information to draw inferences or generalize data (Creswell,
2014). Proper attention should be paid to the process of sampling because sampling error
might occur when researchers allow bias into the sampling method (Leavy, 2017).
Sampling in the quantitative content analysis follows a procedure similar to the one used
in the survey design.
Content sampling shares the procedural sequences with survey sampling. Riffe et
al. (2008) elaborated that researchers must identify the universe, population, and
sampling frame to use this sampling technique. In this view, the universe represents all
potential units of content that might undergo consideration, while the population
comprises the sampling units to which the research infers information. In its turn, the
sampling frame includes the actual number of units that serve as a pool for a sample
selection.
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The application of this triad view on the sampling process is the following. The
universe includes all the newspaper articles and texts about people with disabilities,
whereas the sample population presents only those textual pieces published in Saudi
Arabia. Consequently, the sampling frame limits the pool from which the sample is
chosen because the research focuses on two newspapers published in the frame of 20152020. During the five years, Saudi Arabia increased its interest in social and economic
reform in human rights, especially women’s rights and people with disabilities rights.
According to the Unified National Platform (2021), the “Vision of the Kingdom 2030”,
25 April 2016, has enabled persons with disabilities to obtain equality in employment,
housing, and education. Daily needs, like transportation solutions and access facilities,
also help this population lead a life with dignity. Also, the Saudi government created
initiatives and organizations, such as the Care Authority for People with Disabilities, in
2016 to protect the rights of people with disabilities. A focus on media content coming
from the recent five years ensures that the research renders relevant information about the
subject. The purpose of the study is to collect data and analyze the findings that would
lead to the formulation of practical implications capable of helping stakeholders with
actionable decision-making. The data collected before 2015 might have lost its relevance,
emphasizing the importance of exploring the most recent newspaper articles that cover
disability as it is viewed today.
Al Jazirah and Al-Riyadh are the newspapers used for the research study. Both the
newspapers are popular, especially in Riyadh, the capital and largest city of Saudi
Arabia’s kingdom. Al-Jazirah is a relevant selection for this study because this media
outlet has the highest online readership in the country (McCrae, Sharif, & Norman,
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2019). As for Al-Riyadh, Alotaibi and Eijaz (2018) claimed this newspaper to have
substantial circulation and audience numbers. Its publication in the capital affects the
importance of its coverage of disability because the culture and professionalism of media
specialists employed in the capital set standards for other journalists across the country.
Al-Jazirah and Al- Riyadh’s daily newspapers are published in Riyadh. These
newspapers’ popularity suggests that their representation of an important social issue
would receive great attention from the audience. The unit of analysis used in this project
is an article. A total of 4,878 newspaper articles (n=4,878) were retrieved from the two
online newspaper sources for the project. Al Jazirah Newspaper has 1,468 newspaper
articles (n=1,468), while Al-Riyadh offers 3,410 newspaper articles (n=3,410). The
online archives of both newspapers provided for keyword search. Specifically, the
keywords “people with disabilities,” “people with special needs,” and “disabled” were
used to identify articles that mention or cover disability in Saudi Arabia. The time frame
from 2015 to 2020 was also used in the archival search online to identify 700 (n=700)
articles from both newspapers that meet the criteria. This information provides
foundations for the selection of an appropriate sample size.
To arrive at the proper sampling technique, the study selects a specific number of
newspaper articles published each year in the designated period from 2015 to 2020. Lacy
et al. (2001) recommended an approach for long-term media content research that
identifies samples from two constructed weeks from each year. However, the
recommendation pertains to longitudinal studies that span a hundred years. Since this
study focuses on five years only, the recommendation is modified to increase the scope of
articles searched and explored. The current research uses a week from every month to
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locate relevant articles. Thus, the total of weeks targeted includes 60 weeks of newspaper
articles that will render a specific number of articles to include in the analysis. The
sample size for both newspapers will be equal to avoid imbalances in data collection and
analysis.
Moreover, systematic sampling represents an effective approach in this study
because, as Creswell (2014) stated, the list of items is too long to use random sampling.
Systematic sampling refers to a technique that selects the first item in the population and
every nth item as well (Creswell, 2014; Leavy, 2017; Riffe et al., 2017). This approach
ensures that the process of sampling and data collection is simplified.
Consequently, specific inclusion criteria are relevant in the data collection
process. The method entails selecting ten constructed weeks to find ten issues from
Monday, ten issues from Tuesday, the research following the same pattern throughout all
the weekdays. As explained above, the time frame of 2015-2020 is selected to explore the
coverage of the issue during the most recent years. As a result, 700 (n=700) articles from
both Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh newspapers meet the criteria. Newspaper articles from the
identified ten weeks and explored for their inclusion of disability issues to cover must
include information about a person or persons with a physical disability or mental
disability. These articles must pertain to diverse issues because research questions and
hypotheses take a comprehensive approach to the investigation of coverage.
Additionally, while it was mentioned that research’s unobtrusive nature
improves the ethical standing of the study, it must be noted that no identifiable
information about personalities described in newspaper articles is part of the written
and published research. Data collection is also significantly facilitated with the help of
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online databases that expose the researchers to web-based archives from the selected
years. All newspapers provide a free online archive, and online versions of newspapers
contain the same content as the print editions. Al- Jazirah (https://www.aljazirah.com/), Al- Riyadh (https://www.alriyadh.com/).
Coding Categories
Identifying the research design and the sampling strategy precedes the selection of
specific coding categories to include in the study. Several research questions and
hypotheses about different frames used in traditional media create conditions for selecting
multiple variables. The research’s main variables include media source, publication date,
and article format that may include text-only, text and pictures, and the picture only.
The first research question aims to uncover issues related to disability in Saudi
newspapers. The coding category for this research question is about health, society,
mobility, education, media, economy or charity, sport, social care, employment, religion,
parenting, and entertainment (Thoreau, 2006).
Moreover, the second research question aims to identify what type of disability
has the most frequent presence in Saudi newspapers. This question requires the use of
coding categories like physical disability, mental disability, or both.
The third research question addresses the issue of formats in which newspaper
articles cover information on disability. In terms of structure, the coding category must
include news articles, opinion pieces, interviews, and personal stories.
Regarding communication models, the coding category should differentiate
among the medical model, the economic model, the supercrip model, and the cultural
pluralism model.
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Finally, the coding category acknowledges that sources used can be people with
disabilities, parents, academic sources, government officials, health professionals, community
supporters, journalists, and other individuals or organizations (Tang & Bie, 2016).
Other research questions require the use of variables and coding categories
different from the ones already mentioned. For example, the fourth research question
pertains to differences between positive frames and negative frames. This question’s
measures include positive, negative, and normal, while measures of related stereotyping
focus on pity, supercrip/superhero, evilness/criminality, maladjustment, burden, the lack
of success, and no stereotyping (Black & Preters, 2007).
The final research question aims to detect differences in the depiction of disability
by the two newspapers. This portion of the analysis should be descriptive based on the
coding category used for the previous research questions. Table 1 demonstrates the
coding categories applicable to research questions in this study.
Table 1
Coding categories and research questions.
Coding Category

Research Question(s)

Article topic

RQ1

Type of disability

RQ2

Type of article

RQ3

Model of communication

RQ3

Sources

RQ5

Depiction of disability

RQ4

Stereotypes

RQ4

The coding category of the type of disability includes the detection of articles that
address physical disability, mental disability, both, or uncertain. The category aims to
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cover the research question about issues of disability (RQ1) and types of disability
(RQ2), as well as to compare differences between the two newspapers (RQ5).
Moreover, the type of article also represents a relevant coding category. The
codes used for this category include news articles, opinion pieces, interviews, and
personal stories. The coding category will respond to the research question about
message formats used in Saudi media (RQ3) and compare Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh
(RQ5).
The model of communication also matters to the efforts of exploring disability
coverage in the Saudi media. The frameworks include the medical model, the economic
model, the supercrip model, and the cultural pluralism model. This coding category
responds to the research questions of disability issues (RQ1), message formats (RQ3),
and similarities/differences in coverage of the two media outlets (RQ5).
Additionally, the coding category of sources acknowledges the variety of sources that
may be cited. People with disabilities, their parents, academic sources, government officials,
health professionals, community supporters, journalists, other individuals, and organizations
are the codes for this category. The category answers the research questions of positive and
negative frames coupled with stereotyping (RQ4) and the question on the coverage by two
different newspapers (RQ5).
The depiction of disability includes the codes of written depiction (positive,
negative, and normal) and visual depiction (passive, active, uncertain, and none). The
coding category tackles three overall research questions. In particular, disability issues
(RQ1), positive/negative frames (RQ4), and newspaper differences (RQ5).
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Finally, the coding category of stereotyping includes the codes of pity,
supercrip/superhero, evilness/criminality, maladjustment, burden, the lack of success, and
no stereotyping. This category addresses the research questions of disability issues
(RQ1), positive/negative frames (RQ4), and newspaper differences (RQ5).
Apart from research questions, hypotheses also direct the research effort. The first
hypothesis compares the coverage of disability experienced by males and females, as it is
hypothesized that males with disabilities are likely to gain more coverage than females
with disabilities. The measures for this portion of the research are male, female, and
unisex/both.
The second hypothesis anticipates that Saudi newspapers portray women with
disabilities in passive roles, unlike men portrayed in active roles. The measures for this
hypothesis are passive, active, and uncertain.
The third hypothetical statement expects children with disabilities to gain more
mentions from the media than adults with disabilities. This hypothetical statement
measures include child/adolescent (up to 18 years old), adult (over 18 years old), and
both.
Operational Definitions
Article Topics
1. Health [1] refers to articles that cover the issues of healthcare associated
with disability.
2. Society [2] refers to articles that illuminate disability experiences from the
perspective of social interactions and being part of society.
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3. Mobility [3] refers to articles that address the problems of mobility that
individuals with disabilities might experience.
4. Education [4] refers to articles that discuss the educational experiences of
people with disabilities.
5. Media [5] refers to articles that address the portrayal of individuals with
disabilities by the media.
6. Economy [6] refers to articles that cover the economic effects and
consequences that disability has on people and society.
7. Charity [7] refers to articles that elucidate charitable events and initiatives
that address the needs of people with disabilities.
8. Sport [8] refers to articles that discuss sports events and sport experiences
that people with disabilities face.
9. Social care [9] refers to articles that detail the policies and practices of
social care that the country, communities, and families use to cater to the
needs of people with disabilities.
10. Employment [10] refers to articles that address the employment
experiences of people with disabilities.
11. Religion [11] refers to articles that connect the experiences of people with
disabilities with religious practices or beliefs.
12. Parenting [12] refers to articles that cover parental experiences in the
rearing of and interacting with their children who have disabilities.
13. Entertainment [13] refers to articles that detail entertainment available to
individuals with disabilities.
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14. Art [14] refers to articles that address art events and experiences
connected to the topics of disability.
Type of Disability
15. Physical disability [1] refers to a physical condition that limits a person in
his or her mobility and physical capacity.
16. Mental disability [2] refers to a condition that limits a person in his or her
mental or intellectual capacities.
17. Both [3] refers to an article mentioning a physical disability and a
mental disability.
18. Uncertain [4] refers to an article that fails to specify whether a person has
a physical disability or a mental disability.
Type of Article
1. News articles [1] refer to media texts that report news.
2. Opinion pieces [2] refer to media texts that describe an opinion of an
author.
3. Interviews [3] refer to media texts that involve a reported conversation
between an interviewer and interviewee(s).
4. Personal stories [4] refer to media texts that relate personal experiences of
a person with or without a disability.
Model of Communication
1. Medical model [1] refers to a theoretical framework that views disability
as “sickness, impairment, or deviation from normality” (Thoreau, 2006, p.
446).
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2. Economic model [2] refers to a theoretical framework that emphasizes a
person’s with disability inability to perform well in employment and
economy (Retief & Letšosa, 2018).
3. Supercrip model [3] refers to a theoretical framework that views a person
with disabilities as an individual with great courage to overcome his or her
disability (Black & Pretes, 2007).
4. Cultural pluralism model [4] refers to a theoretical framework that views
people with disability without emphasizing their disability (Goethals et al.,
2020).
Sources
1. People with disabilities [1] refer to a source represented by a person with a
physical disability or a mental disability.
2. Their family members [2] refer to a source represented by a parent of a
person with a physical disability or a mental disability.
3. Academic sources [3] refer to a source represented by an academician
whose written or spoken word was cited.
4. Government officials [4] refer to a source represented by a person
employed by the government.
5. Health professionals [5] refer to a source represented by a person
employed in the healthcare sector.
6. Community supporters [6] refer to a source represented by a person who
supports the rights of people with disabilities.
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7. Journalists [7] refer to a source represented by a person employed in the
media field and working as a journalist.
8. Other individuals [8] refer to a source represented by a person from other
areas of personal and professional life.
9. Organizations [9] refer to a source represented by a non-governmental
organization.
10. Multiple sources [10] refer to multiple sources by more than one source.
Depiction of Disability
Written Depiction
1. Positive [1] refers to textual depiction that focuses on positive qualities of
a person with disabilities or his or her experience with disability.
2. Negative [2] refers to textual depiction that focuses on negatives qualities
of a person with disabilities or his or her experience with disability.
3. Normal [3] refers to textual depiction that focuses on neither positive nor
negative qualities of a person with disabilities or his or her experience
with disability.
Visual Depiction
1. Passive [4] refers to visual depiction that portrays a person with
disabilities in a passive role that might entail the person being quiet,
motionless, or unengaged. Body language, camera angles, and thematic
elements related to depression and related negative states are indicators of
passivity.
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Figure 1. This photograph is considered passive because the image depicts the person’s
back without showing his face (Photograph of a man in a wheelchair, 2016).

Figure 2. This photograph portrays a person with a disability in a passive way because
his body language looks defeated, as he engages in a conversation with a governmental
official (Photograph of a conversation with an official, 2018).
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Figure 3. This photograph represents a person with a disability in a passive way because
the focus rests on the help that he gained from the government, as the moment captures
the provision of financial aid from an official to the person with a disability (Photograph
of a man receiving financial aid, 2015).

Figure 4. This photograph offers a look at an exhibition that demonstrates products for
people with disabilities, but no person with a disability is present in the image, which
places the population into a passive role (Photograph of an exhibition, 2016).
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Figure 5. The photograph portrays the woman with a disability in a passive role because
the camera angle prevents the audience from seeing her face, as she interacts with
officials during the ceremony to celebrate the government’s charitable event, in which
she receives an exemption from tuition fees from the Prince of Tabuk Region(Photograph
featuring Prince of Tabuk Region, 2019).
2. Active [5] refers to visual depiction that portrays a person with disabilities in an
active role that entails speaking, running, or engaging in other activities.
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Figure 6. The photograph depicts people with disabilities in an active role because they
are celebrating victory, as Saudi Arabia successfully defended the title at the
International Federation for Athletes with Intellectual Impairments World Football
Championship, in Karlstad, Sweden (Photograph of a sporting event celebration, 2018).

Figure 7. The photograph represents a female child with a disability making a drawing
and, therefore, engaging in an activity (Photograph of a child drawing, 2016).
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Figure 8. The photograph places people with disabilities into an active role because
people with special needs celebrate their participation in sports (Photograph of a sports
team, 2018).

Figure 9. The photograph presents children with disabilities in an active way because
they participate in the creation of a social affairs Twitter account alongside the Minister
of Social Affairs (Photograph of two children and the Minister of Social Affairs, 2015).
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Figure 10. The photograph depicts people with disabilities as speakers at a public event,
which places them in an active role (Photograph of a public speaking event, 2016).

Figure 11. The photograph presents a person with a disability who graduated high
school despite the health condition that required him to spend most of his time in the
hospital (Photograph of a man at the hospital, 2018).
3. Uncertain [6] refers to visual depiction that the researcher cannot identify
as the one portraying a person with disabilities in a passive role or an
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active role. This characteristic may include images related to people with
disabilities without their presence, like photographs of government
officials, corporate leaders, buildings, and logotypes.

Figure 12. The photograph portrays the signing of an agreement to promote inclusivity in
the job market (Photograph of agreement signing, 2016).

Figure 13. The photograph offers a look at parking spaces reserved for people with
disabilities (Photograph of a parking lot, 2019).
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4. None [7] refers to absence of visual images.
Stereotypes
1. Pity [1] refers to stereotyping a person with disabilities as incompetent and
childlike, calling for care and charity from people without disabilities
(Black & Pretes, 2007).
2. Supercrip/superhero [2] refers to stereotyping a person with disabilities as
courageous and extraordinary in his or her ability to deal with disability
(Black & Pretes, 2007).
3. Evilness/criminality [3] refers to stereotyping a person with disabilities as
punished for previous actions, embittered, and interested in revenge
against people without disabilities (Black & Pretes, 2007).
4. Maladjustment [4] refers to stereotyping a person with disabilities as
person requiring insights into his or her experience with disability from
people without disabilities (Black & Pretes, 2007).
5. Burden [5] refers to stereotyping a person with disabilities as a burden on
his or her family or caregivers (Black & Pretes, 2007).
6. The lack of success [6] refers to stereotyping a person with disabilities as
unable to have success in life (Black & Pretes, 2007).
7. No stereotyping [7] refers to absence of any stereotypes about the
experience of being person with disabilities.
Hypotheses
1. Gender [1] refers to a demographic characteristic that differentiates male
people with disabilities from female people with disabilities.
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2. Age [2] refers to a demographic characteristic that differentiates children
(individuals below 18 years old) from adults (individuals over 18 years old).
Reliability
This project requires two coders to conduct a quantitative content analysis of
newspapers from different years spanning from 2015 to 2020. Apart from the main
researcher, the study employs the second coder trained to work with content analysis. The
use of two coders improves reliability because content analysis dictates the involvement
of a proper number of coders to ensure that the bulk of qualitative information available
in the chosen media undergoes attentive exploration and collection. Questions of
reliability are generally important for any credible research that aims to provide
stakeholders with quality information and inferences.
Issues of reliability require particular attention to ensure that the research
implications have value for other scholarly efforts and practical considerations.
Reliability refers to “dependability/consistency of results” (Leavy, 2017, p. 267).
Reliability leads to the generation of data of high quality and meaningful interpretation
(Creswell, 2014). Time, place, and circumstance should not affect the measurement
instrument applied to research that has reliability (Riffe et al., 2008). This position makes
the study replicable and credible.
As two coders are part of the project, intercoder or interrater reliability is also a
quality goal. Intercoder reliability refers to the “consistency of results using two or more
researchers/observers” (Leavy, 2017, p. 267). Intercoder reliability ensures that the
results produced by one researcher can be compared to results shown by another
researcher. This approach protects research efforts from errors and bias while diminishing
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the negative effect of poor training and fatigue that might also be part of the project
(Leavy, 2017). The process of cross-checking, also known as an intercoder agreement,
facilitates the aims of intercoder reliability (Creswell, 2014). For this reason, a specific
agreement was made between the two coders to use the same codes to denote specific
measures. A test was run specifically to check whether the coders would code the same
passages of text in the same manner, using predetermined terms.
Certain issues might occur in reliability efforts related to content analysis. Riffe et al.
(2008) emphasized that the particular approach of content analysis requires researchers to
apply three steps. The first stage of the process uses the definition of categories and
subcategories important to the research aims and questions. The training is the next step of
communication and application of definitions. This process culminates with a test meant to
demonstrate numerically the ability of concept definitions to reflect analytic categories
(Riffe et al., 2008). To enforce the use of reliability tests, this research included a reliability
protocol with a coding sheet. Coding assessment considered potentially confusing categories
and subcategories, as coders discussed strategies to circumvent these difficulties. The
reliability test exposed coders to categorizing articles and a further computation of the
percentage of the articles on which the coders agreed according to code definitions.
Coder Agreement
Prior to the main analysis of the entire data, inter-coder agreement was assessed
using Cohen’s Kappa (Kvålseth, 1989; McHugh, 2012). Overall, inter-coder agreement
statistics were high, with large coefficients for Article Topic (κ = .820, p < .001), Type of
Disability (κ = .925, p < .001), Models of Communication (κ = .863, p < .001), Source (κ
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= 0.939, p <.001), Stereotype (κ = .870, p < .001), Written Depiction (κ = .833, p < .001),
and Visual Depiction (κ = .900, p < .001). The results are presented in Table 1 below.
Table 2
Test of Coder Agreement for Different Variables
Variable

Kappa

% of agreement

Article Topic

.820

87%

Type of Disability

.925

95%

Models of Communication

.863

91%

Source

.939

95%

Stereotype

.870

95%

Written Depiction

.833

91%

Visual Depiction

.900

94%
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CHAPTER IV - RESULTS
Statistical Methods
This study was conducted through a content analysis of 700 Saudi newspaper
articles, in which two independent coders rated the content of news articles based on the
various categories mentioned in the method section. In this section, the analysis of these
codings will aim to answer the research questions, notably, regarding how disability is
portrayed in Saudi media.
Due to the categorical nature of the coded variables, two primary analytical
strategies were employed; RQ1 through RQ4 were analyzed using descriptive statistics.
RQ5, and the three hypotheses – as they implied group or proportion comparisons – were
tested using chi-square tests (Hair et al., 2014). For testing variables with multiple
categories, pairwise column proportion were compared using z-tests (Cox & Key, 1993).
Article topics
The first research question of the study (RQ1) explored various topics in
newspaper coverage of disability in Saudi Arabia. The article topics mentioning disability
were evaluated in 700 articles. A summary of article topics is shown below in Table 2
and Figure 1. The most common topics include social care (N = 121; 17.3%), education
(N = 102; 14.6%), and sports (N = 85; 12.1%). These are followed by society (N = 67;
9.6%), health (N = 65; 9.3%), entertainment (N = 58; 8.3%), employment (N = 48;
6.9%), charity (N = 47; 6.7%), and mobility (N = 46; 6.6%). The remaining topics
(media, economy, religion and art) had low frequency (less than 5%) and can be seen in
the table below.
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Table 3
Frequency Distribution of Article Topics
Article topic

N

%

Social care

121

17.3%

Education

102

14.6%

Sport

85

12.1%

Society

67

9.6%

Health

65

9.3%

Entertainment

58

8.3%

Employment

48

6.9%

Charity

47

6.7%

Mobility

46

6.6%

Religion

22

3.1%

Art

20

2.9%

Media

8

1.1%

Parenting

6

0.9%

Economy

5

0.7%

Article Topics
140
120

100
80
60
40
20

0

Figure 14. Distribution of the article topics.
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Type of disability
The second research question concerns the type of disability most frequently
mentioned in Saudi newspapers (RQ2). To answer this question, the coding category
“Type of Disability” was employed, which is summarized in Table 3 and Figure 2. About
a quarter of the publications (N = 163; 23.3%) refer to physical disability. However, the
vast majority were non-specific/uncertain about the type of disability (N = 415; 59.3%).
Mental disability alone was rarely mentioned (N = 50; 7.1%). Similarly, publications that
mentioned both physical and mental disabilities were not very frequent (N = 71; 10.1%).
Table 4
Distribution of the Articles by Type of Disability
Type of disability

N

%

Uncertain

415

59.3%

Physical disability

163

23.3%

Both

71

10.1%

Mental disability

50

7.1%

Type of Disability
450

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Uncertain

Physical disability

Both

Figure 15. Distribution of the Articles by the Type of Disability.
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Mental disability

Types of articles and models of communication
Following this, the type of message formats used to cover disability related issues
in Saudi newspapers was analyzed (RQ3). This research question is associated with two
coding categories: the type of article, and the model of communication. The distribution
of articles by their type is shown in Table 4 and Figure 3. The most common type of
articles used to cover disability related issues is news articles (N = 642; 91.7%). Other
less common types of articles include opinion pieces (N = 34; 4.9%), interviews (N = 17;
2.4%), and finally personal stories (N = 7; 1.0%).
Table 5
Frequency Distribution of Types of Articles
Type of article

N

%

News articles

642

91.7%

Opinion pieces

34

4.9%

Interviews

17

2.4%

Personal stories

7

1.0%

Types of Articles
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
News articles

Opinion pieces

Interviews

Figure 16. Frequency Distribution of Types of Articles.
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Personal stories

The model of communication coding category was also explored for this research
question, and the results of the analysis are presented in Table 5 and Figure 4. The most
commonly employed model of communication was the minority and civil rights model,
which accounts for 69.3% of all communication (N = 485). The other less represented
models, presented in descending order are, medical model (N = 93; 13.3%), economic
model (N = 58; 8.3%), supercrip model (N = 38; 5.4%), and finally cultural pluralism
model (N = 26; 3.7%).
Table 6
Frequency Distribution of Models of Communication.
Models of communication

N

%

Minority and Civil Rights Model

485

69.3%

Medical model

93

13.3%

Economic model

58

8.3%

Supercrip model

38

5.4%

Cultural pluralism model

26

3.7%

Models of Communication
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Minority and
Civil Rights
Model

Medical model Economic model Supercrip model

Figure 17. Frequency Distribution of Models of Communication.
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Cultural
pluralism model

The written depiction, visual depiction, stereotypes, and sources
The next research question concerns (RQ4) the depiction of disability in Saudi
newspapers and if it is done in a positive or negative frame. For this research question,
the coding category “Written depiction," “Visual deception," and “Stereotype," as well as
“Sources” were analyzed. First, regarding Written Depiction, the results show that
disability, in Saudi newspapers, is largely presented in a positive frame (N = 442;
63.1%). In addition, about t third of the articles depicts disability in a normal frame (N =
203; 29.0%), while only a small proportion depicts disability in a negative frame (N = 55;
7.9%).
Table 7
Frequency Distribution of Written Depiction
Written depiction

N

%

Positive

442

63.1%

Normal

203

29.0%

Negative

55

7.9%

Written Depiction
500
450
400
350

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Positive

Normal

Figure 18. Frequency Distribution of Written Depiction.
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Negative

Regarding visual depiction, the results shown in Table 7 and Figure 6 indicate that
disability is largely portrayed in an uncertain manner (N = 339; 48.4%), or actively (N =
222; 31.7%). Only a few instances of articles report it passively (N = 16; 2.3%) or with
no visual depiction (N = 123; 17.6%).
Table 8
Frequency Distribution of Visual Depiction
Visual depiction

N

%

Uncertain

339

48.4%

Active

222

31.7%

None

123

17.6%

Passive

16

2.3%

Visual Depiction
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Uncertain

Active

None

Passive

Figure 19. Frequency Distribution of Visual Depiction.
For stereotypes, the vast majority of articles do not stereotype (N = 589; 84.14%).
Those few which do, the most frequent types are pity (N = 65; 9.29%) and
supercrip/superhero (N = 28; 4.00%), with the remaining types being residual, as shown
in Table 8 and Figure 7:
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Table 9
Frequency Distribution of Stereotype
Stereotype

N

%

No stereotyping

589

84.14%

Pity

65

9.29%

Supercrip/superhero

28

4.00%

Burden

11

1.57%

Maladjustment

3

0.43%

The lack of success

3

0.43%

Evilness/criminality

1

0.14%

Stereotypes
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Figure 20. Frequency Distribution of Stereotypes.
Finally, for sources, the most common one is government officials (N = 284;
40.57%), followed by Community supporter (N = 135; 19.29%) and Organizations (N =
101; 14.43%). The various other sources are comparatively less represented, as shown in
Table 9 and Figure 8.
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Table 10
Frequency Distribution of Stereotype
Sources

N

%

Government officials

284

40.57%

Community supporter

135

19.29%

Organizations

101

14.43%

Academic sources

46

6.57%

Health professionals

40

5.71%

Journalists

27

3.86%

People with disabilities

23

3.29%

Other individuals

22

3.14%

Multiple sources

12

1.71%

Their family members

10

1.43%

Sources
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Figure 21. Frequency Distribution of Sources.
Media Differences
The next research question concerns differences in the depiction of disability
between Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh (RQ5). For this research question, chi-square tests
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were used to compare the response to different groupings between the two newspapers
(Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh).
Article format
Beginning with the article format, it was found to significantly differ between AlJazirah and Al-Riyadh (χ2(2) = 9.301, p < .01). A column proportions z-test indicated the
source of the differences: Al-Jazirah tends to favor text-based articles, whereas AlRiyadh tends to favor a mixed format with both text and pictures. The results are
presented in Table 11.
Table 11
Comparison of Article Format by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Article Format
Text only
Text and picture
Picture only

Al-Jazirah
a

Al-Riyadh
b

Total

N

81

51

132

%

23.10%

14.60%

18.90%

N

269a

298b

567

%

76.90%

85.10%

81.00%

N

0a

1a

1

%

0.00%

0.30%

0.10%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.

Article topic
Regarding the article topic, no significant differences were found between AlJazirah and Al-Riyadh (χ2(13) = 20.153, p = .091). This indicates that the topical
coverage is not significantly different between the two media outlets, as shown in Table
12.
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Table 12
Comparison of Article Topic by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Article topic
Health
Society
Mobility
Education
Media
Economy
Charity
Sport
Social care
Employment
Religion
Parenting
Entertainment
Art

Al-Jazirah
a

Al-Riyadh
a

Total

N

28

37

65

%

8.00%

10.60%

9.30%

N

31

a

36

67

%

8.90%

10.30%

9.60%

N

26

a

20

46

%

7.40%

5.70%

6.60%

N

49a

53a

102

%

14.00%

15.10%

14.60%

N

4a

4a

8

%

1.10%

1.10%

1.10%

N

5a

0b

5

%

1.40%

0.00%

N

18

a

29

a

47

%

5.10%

8.30%

6.70%

N

49

a

36

a

85

%

14.00%

10.30%

12.10%

a

a

a

a

0.70%

N

68

53

121

%

19.40%

15.10%

17.30%

N

24a

24a

48

%

6.90%

6.90%

6.90%

N

8a

14a

22

%

2.30%

4.00%

3.10%

N

5a

1a

6

%

1.40%

0.30%

N

28

a

30

a

58

%

8.00%

8.60%

8.30%

a

a

0.90%

N

7

13

20

%

2.00%

3.70%

2.90%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level of significance.
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Type of disability
Concerning the type of disability, no differences were found between the two
media outlets (χ2(3) = 2.781, p = .427), indicating a similar coverage of disability types.
Detailed results of the analysis are shown in Table 13 below.
Table 13
Comparison of Type of Disability by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Type of disability
Physical disability
Mental disability
Both
Uncertain

Al-Jazirah

Al-Riyadh

Total

N

78a

85a

163

%

22.30%

24.40%

23.30%

N

24a

26a

50

%

6.90%

7.40%

7.20%

N

42

a

a

%

12.00%

N

206

a

209

415

%

58.90%

59.90%

59.40%

29

71

8.30%
a

10.20%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.

Type of article
The next analysis concerns the type of article. As before, no differences were
found between the two media outlets (χ2(3) = 6.057, p = .109), indicating consistency of
article format, as shown in Table 14 below.
Table 14
Comparison of Type of Articles by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Type of article
News articles
Opinion pieces

Al-Jazirah

Al-Riyadh

Total

N

322a

320a

642

%

92.00%

91.40%

91.70%

N

21a

13a

34

%

6.00%

3.70%

4.90%
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Table 14
(Continued)
Interviews
Personal stories

N

5a

12a

17

%

1.40%

3.40%

2.40%

N

2a

5a

7

%

0.60%

1.40%

1.00%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.

Model of communication
Comparing the type of model of communication, significant differences were noted across
the two media outlets (χ2(4) = 15.054, p < .01). The column proportions were compared using ztest and identified the source of these differences: Al-Riyadh seems to favor the medical model
more than Al-Jazirah, whereas Al-Jazirah favors the cultural pluralism model and the minority and
civil rights model over Al-Riyadh. The remaining models have a consistent representation of
proportions for both media outlets. These results are presented in Table 15 below.
Table 15
Comparison of Model of Communication by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Model of communication
News articles
Opinion pieces
Interviews
Personal stories

Al-Jazirah

Al-Riyadh

Total

N

322a

320a

642

%

92.00%

91.40%

91.70%

a

a

N

21

13

34

%

6.00%

3.70%

4.90%

a

a

N

5

12

17

%

1.40%

3.40%

2.40%

a

a

N

2

5

7

%

0.60%

1.40%

1.00%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.
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Source of information
Comparing the source of the information, significant differences were found between
the two media outlets (χ2(9) = 20.522, p < .05). These were identified into two specific
differences: Al-Jazirah favors journalistic sources much more than Al-Riyadh. Additionally,
Al-Riyadh favors “other individuals” as a source more compared with Al-Jazirah. All other
sources were consistent between the two media sources, as shown in Table 16 below.
Table 16
Comparison of Publication Source by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Source
People with disabilities
Their family members
Academic sources
Government officials
Health professionals
Community supporter
Journalists
Other individuals
Organizations
Multiple sources

Al-Jazirah

Al-Riyadh

Total

N

10a

13a

23

%

2.90%

3.70%

3.30%

N

4a

6a

10

%

1.10%

1.70%

1.40%

N

21a

25a

46

%

6.00%

7.10%

a

a

6.60%

N

145

139

284

%

41.40%

39.70%

40.60%

a

a

18

22

40

5.10%

6.30%

5.70%

a

a

63

72

135

18.00%

20.60%

19.30%

a

b

22

5

27

6.30%

1.40%

3.90%

6a

16b

22

1.70%

4.60%

3.10%

57a

44a

101

16.30%

12.60%

14.40%

4a

8a

12

1.10%

2.30%

1.70%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.
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Stereotypes
When contrasting the usage of stereotypes, significant differences were found
between the two media outlets (χ2(6) = 15.130, p < .05). First, Al-Jazirah has a higher
proportion of publications with no stereotyping when compared with Al-Riyadh.
Inversely, the latter has a higher proportion of publications using the supercrip/superhero
as well as the burden stereotypes. No other differences were found regarding the other
stereotypes, as shown in Table 17 below.
Table 17
Comparison of stereotypes by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Model of communication
Pity
Supercrip/superhero
Evilness/criminality
Maladjustment
Burden
The lack of success

Al-Jazirah
a

a

Total

N

31

34

65

%

8.90%

9.70%

9.30%

N

8a

20b

28

%

2.30%

5.70%

4.00%

N

1a

0a

1

%

0.30%

0.00%

0.10%

N

1a

2a

3

%

0.30%

0.60%

0.40%

a

b

2

9

11

0.60%

2.60%

1.60%

a

a

0

3

0.00%
No stereotyping

Al-Riyadh

3

0.90%

a

b

0.40%

307

282

589

87.70%

80.60%

84.10%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.

Written depiction
In terms of written depiction, a high significant difference was found between the two
media outlets (χ2(2) = 60.462, p < .001). Notably, Al-Riyadh has a significantly higher
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proportion of publications using positive framing when compared with Al-Jazirah. Inversely,
Al-Jazirah tends to have more normal depictions of disability. There was no difference in terms
of negative depictions between the two media sources. The results are presented in Table 18.
Table 18
Comparison of Written Depiction by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Written depiction
Positive
Negative
Normal

Al-Jazirah

Al-Riyadh

Total

N

182a

260b

442

%

52.00%

74.30%

63.10%

a

b

N

20

%

5.70%
a

35

55

10.00%

7.90%

b

N

148

55

203

%

42.30%

15.70%

29.00%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.

Visual depiction
Finally, in terms of visual depictions, differences were also found between the two
media outlets (χ2(3) = 17.180, p < .01). Al-Riyadh tends to favor active visual depictions
than Al-Jazirah, whereas Al-Jazirah tends to favor the usage of no visual depictions when
compared with Al-Riyadh. Neither the passive nor the uncertain depictions differed
between the media outlets. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 19 below.
Table 19
Comparison of Type of Visual Depiction by Media Source (Al-Jazirah vs. Al-Riyadh)
Visual depiction
Passive
Active

Al-Jazirah
a

Al-Riyadh
a

Total

N

5

11

16

%

1.40%

3.10%

2.30%

N

93a

129b

222

%

26.60%

36.90%

31.70%
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Table 19
(Continued)
Uncertain
None

N

174a

165a

339

%

49.70%

47.10%

48.40%

78a

45b

123

22.30%

12.90%

17.60%

Note: Each subscript letter denotes a subset of Media Source categories whose column proportions do not differ significantly from
each other at the .05 level.

Media Differences
Based on the analyses related to the research questions, specific media differences
are evident for the two newspapers. In some cases, both newspapers show no significant
differences in disability representation. Specifically, topic coverage, disability types, and
article types show no statistical differences for Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh. Other variables
illustrate that media differences still exist in analyses from other perspectives. Whereas
Al-Jazirah focuses on text-based pieces, Al-Riyadh uses mixed articles to include text
and images alike. Moreover, the medical model gains more attention from journalists
employed by Al-Riyadh than from the ones working for Al-Jazirah, which in turn, mostly
uses the cultural pluralism model and the minority and civil rights model. In terms of
sources, Al-Riyadh shows a difference in using other individuals for interviews about
disabilities, and Al-Jazirah involves journalistic sources more often than Al-Riyadh does.
As for stereotyping, Al-Jazirah shows a statistically significant prevalence of articles
without stereotyping, while Al-Riyadh often relies on supercrip/superhero and burden
stereotypes. At the same time, Al-Riyadh has a great number of articles that use positive
frames, whereas Al-Jazirah makes frames with normal depictions of disability prevalence
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in its narrative. Ultimately, Al-Riyadh uses visual depictions more often than Al-Jazirah
does.
Hypothesis testing
The hypothesises of the study were tested, and the results are presented in this
section.
Males with disabilities will be mentioned more frequently than females with disabilities in
Saudi newspapers.
The first hypothesis (H1) in the study explored gender differences in the frequency
of media coverage of disability. A chi-square test revealed significant differences in the
proportion of genders mentioned in Saudi newspapers (χ2(3) = 190.309, p < .001). By
observing the frequencies table (see Table 20 and Figure 9), the hypothesis can be
confirmed since males are mentioned in 26.10% of publications, whereas females are
mentioned in only 7.60%. However, unisex was the most common option (44.10%), and
both genders were also present in about a quarter of the articles (22.10%). As such, H1
was supported.
Table 20
Comparison of Mentioned Genders
Gender

N

%

Unisex

309

44.10%

Males

183

26.10%

Both

155

22.10%

Females

53

7.60%
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Gender
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Unisex

Males

Both

Females

Figure 22. Mentions of Gender in Saudi Newspapers.
Females with disabilities will be portrayed in a more passive role than males with
disabilities in Saudi newspapers.
The second hypothesis (H2) investigated differences in how females with
disabilities were portrayed in comparison to males with disabilities in Saudi newspapers
from the perspective of passive representation. A significant association was found
between genders and types of depictions (χ2(9) = 140.860, p < .001). Specifically
concerning the passive role, it was found to be proportionate across gender categories.
However, males tend to be portrayed much more in an active role than females (nearly
twice as much, in relative terms – 57.40% for males, versus 20.80% for females).
Whereas, females tend to be portrayed much more in uncertain ways (41.50% for
females, versus 20.80% for males); as such, H2 was not supported. The results are shown
in Table 21 below.
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Table 21
Comparison of Type of Visual Depiction by Gender
Visual depiction
Passive
Active
Uncertain
None

Males
a

Females
ab

N

8

%

4.40%

Total

b

5

1

16

3.80%

1.60%

0.60%

b

b

c

N

105

11

44

%

57.40%

20.80%

14.20%

a

Both

ab

2
a

Unisex

b

c

2.30%

62

222

40.00%

31.70%

b

N

38

22

206

73

339

%

20.80%

41.50%

66.70%

47.10%

48.40%

N

32a

18b

54a

19a

123

%

17.50%

34.00%

17.50%

12.30%

17.60%

Children with disabilities will be mentioned more frequently than adults with disabilities
in Saudi newspapers.
The last hypothesis (H3) examined differences in how Saudi newspapers depicted
children and adults with disabilities. A significant association was found regarding the
distribution of subjects with disability by age group (χ2(3) = 112.880, p < .001).
However, further probing reveals that it was the opposite of the expected. Children are
not mentioned more frequently but rather less frequently than adults with disabilities as
shown in Table 22 and Figure 10; as such, H3 was not supported.
Table 22
Comparison of Distribution of subjects with Disability by Age Group
Age

N

%

Uncertain

262

37.40%

Adult (over 18 years old)

216

30.90%

Child/adolescent (up to 18 years old)

145

20.70%

Both

77

11.00%

Total

700

100%
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Age
300
250
200

150
100
50
0
Uncertain

Adult (over 18 years Child/adolescent (up
old)
to 18 years old)

Both

Figure 23. Mentions of Age in Saudi newspapers.
The following table summarizes our results concerning our tested hypothesis:
Table 23
Summary table with all hypothesis and results
Hypothesis

Variable 1

Variable 2

Results

Interpretation

H1

Gender

-

Supported

Males are mentioned more
frequently than females.

H2

Gender

Visual
depiction

Not
supported

Females are not depicted
passively more often, but rather
males are depicted more
actively (females are depicted
in an uncertain manner instead.

H3

Age

-

Not
supported

The opposite effect was found
– children are not depicted
more frequently but rather less
frequently than adults.
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CHAPTER V - DISCUSSION
Interpretation of Results
This chapter provides information on interpreting the analysis findings to ensure
that new findings are linked to previous studies. This approach guarantees the integration
of new knowledge in the existent body of knowledge about depicting disability in the
media, specifically Saudi newspapers. It is anticipated that the research contributes to the
academic literature by focusing on newspapers printed and published in Saudi Arabia to
increase the understanding of the Middle Eastern culture from the perspective of
disability coverage and framing in media. For this reason, this chapter addresses each
research question and hypothesis to compare and contrast new knowledge with the
findings from other studies.
Article Topics
The issue coverage plays a role in exploring what themes in disability experiences
are presented for the public to discover. The first research question aims to identify topics
that receive the most attention from the printed media; these findings are primarily
descriptive but important for the complete understanding of tendencies existent in Saudi
newspapers. As identified in the previous chapter, social care, education, and sports are
the most frequent article topics in Saudi newspapers. These results align with the
tendency of activist organizations to emphasize the importance of social security and
education (Grover & Piggott, 2013; Haller, Dorries, & Rahn, 2006). As for the sports
topic, its high frequency is also understandable because of the immense focus placed on
athletes with disabilities (Chang, Crossman, Taylor, & Walker, 2011; Cheong, Khoo, &
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Razman, 2016). Therefore, these results are not surprising, as the Saudi coverage matches
the global coverage of disability topics.
Types of Disability
Moreover, the second question strives to identify the types of disabilities that
receive the most attention from both Saudi newspapers. It is important to the scholarly
knowledge that this portion of the research demonstrates that the majority of articles fail
to identify what type of disability an individual or individuals featured in newspaper texts
had. This issue is anticipated because previous literature acknowledges that the process of
defining disability has encountered challenges for academicians, policy-makers, and the
general public alike (Al-Jadid, 2013; Jeon & Haider‐Markel, 2001; Molden & Tøssebro,
2012; Scully, 2004). This finding suggests that the current situation of disability
definitions in the newspaper media should be changed to ensure that journalists and
reporters identify disability issues clearly for stakeholders to gain sufficient knowledge
about disability experiences. The lack of clear definitions leads to the absence of
awareness about disability experiences and disability types. The inadequate attitude to
disability issues leads to conditions disadvantageous to creating jobs for people with
disabilities working in the media. However, this situation is not exclusive to Saudi Arabia
because the study by Howe (2008) showed that the media rejected the notion of positive
discrimination that would assist reporters with disabilities in gaining jobs in the
competitive market. At the same time, the increase of journalists with disabilities could
become a solution to improve disability knowledge, including its types.
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Message Formats
The pursuit of knowledge about disability coverage included a research question
focused on message formats. The study discovered that the vast majority of texts
published in the two newspapers included news stories, whereas personal stories
constituted a minuscule percentage of the entire sample. The presence of disability issues
in the news enables the public to learn more about the problem. However, the lack of
personal stories prevents the public from enriching its awareness of disability experiences
voiced by individuals who actually have a disability. This result corresponds to the
findings in the study by McCrae, Sharif, and Norman (2019), who found that stories
about disability were primarily located in news sections. However, it must be noted that
their research focused on mental disability and excluded physical disabilities. The lack of
personal stories similarly aligns with the knowledge of personal stories mostly contained
in non-fiction books rather than mass media sources (Haller et al., 2006). The uneven
distribution of the frequency of message formats points to the need to enhance narrative
pieces that would emphasize the experiences of disability as related by individuals with a
disability.
Information Sources
People with disabilities were seldom given a voice, as they were cited or quoted
in only 23 articles (3.29%), compared to government officials 284 articles (40.57%),
community support 135 articles (19.29%), and organizations 101 articles (14.43%).
Practically, the lack of people with disabilities voices highlights Saudi newspapers'
insufficient support for physical and mental disabilities. Also, it indicates that Saudi
newspapers want to communicate with a third party such as the government, community
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supporters, and organizations rather than communicating directly with disabled people,
which means newspapers marginalize disabled people. Further examination of the
attributes of disabled people cited in news reports reveals that most of them had unique
gifts, such as athletes and artists. This indicates that there is no real interest in
communicating with the disabled, except for the talented ones, which means the bias of
newspapers that cover disability issues.
On the other hand, it is worth noting that the most prominent sources for both
Saudi newspapers were government officials, community supporters, and organizations.
Not surprisingly, Saudi newspapers cited government officials as the most prominent
sources among all other sources because the two newspapers published between 2015 and
2020, which means the time of Saudi Arabia’s interest in social and economic change in
human rights was at its peak, especially people with disabilities rights, has grown over
the last five years. For instance, in 2016, the Saudi government established organizations
such as the Care Authority for People with Disabilities to protect the interests of people
with disabilities. The results demonstrate two points. First, it demonstrates the sufficiency
of Saudi governmental and social support. Second, it demonstrates that the Saudi
government is concerned about these disabled persons and is taking the initiative to
address challenges and improve services.
Models of Communication
The third research question from the previous subsection could also be answered
with the help of communications models to detect framework tendencies that newspapers
embraced. Most articles employed the minority and civil rights model that is part of
progressive theories meant to elevate the population above the erroneous ideas of being
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flawed and limited by a disability. This finding points to the emergence of positive
tendencies that empower individuals with disabilities to participate in society (Ahmad,
2019; Jackson, 2017). At the same time, it concerns that the outdated and demeaning
medical model is the second most popular framework found in newspapers because the
medical model views people with disabilities as defective and abnormal (Retief &
Letšosa, 2018). The remaining popularity of the medical model raises concerns and offers
a platform for practical and research implications.
Positive and Negative Framing
Additionally, another research question aims to establish whether positive or
negative framing was prevalent in the written depiction of disability experiences. The
majority of frames were positive, whereas normal depiction was the second largest. The
number of articles with negative frames was statistically insignificant compared to
positive and normal written depiction, but they still were part of the disability narrative.
The influence of positive and negative framing has been well-established (Haller et al.,
2012). Therefore, this information is beneficial to media professionals to distinguish
between negative and positive frames imposed on articles about disability.
Al-Jazirah and Al-Riyadh Differences
The final research question focuses on differences between Al-Jazirah and AlRiyadh newspapers to identify trends in Saudi printed media in general. Understanding
differences provides stakeholders with an idea about the homogeneity or heterogeneity of
narratives embraced by two newspapers. Apart from the already mentioned factors, this
discussion includes information on article formats, publication sources, stereotyping, and
visual depiction.
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Article Formats
Thus, article formats were different for the two newspapers because Al-Jazirah
published many text-based articles rather than pieces in other formats, while Al-Riyadh
preferred a mixed format that combines text and images. This finding illuminates the
style of information sharing for two media outlets. Arguably, the presence of visual
depiction might help the audience learn more about different disabilities. Although the
research by Von Sikorski, Schierl, Möller, and Oberhäuser (2012) focused on a different
question, this study confirmed that visual framing affects the audience in its perception of
disability in sports.
Article Topics, Types of Disability, and Media Sources
Unlike article formats, article topics for the two newspapers demonstrated no
statistically significant difference, which suggests that in this regard, the coverage of
disability issues is indeed homogenous in the newspapers. Furthermore, types of
disability had a similar result for the two media outlets, as did the comparison of article
types by a media source, but other factors demonstrated significant differences.
Models of Communication
Specifically, the model of communication illustrated that Al-Jazirah and AlRiyadh use different approaches to addressing disability topics. On the one hand, AlRiyadh used the medical model on many occasions, despite its major reliance on the
progressive model of minority and civil rights. As explained in a previous subsection, the
application of the medical model is troubling to the efforts to provide individuals from
the population with justice and equity. The medical model envisions individuals with
disabilities as passive and deficient (Mackelprang & Salsgiver, 1996; Retief & Letšosa,
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2018). Due to the model’s focus on dehumanization, the medical model was instrumental
in the justification of involuntary sterilization or euthanasia in the past (Retief & Letšosa,
2018). For these reasons, using the medical model in multiple instances in the Al-Riyadh
newspaper might create additional problems imposed on the promotion of fair and just
treatment of individuals with disabilities. The presence of articles following this model
creates important practical implications for Saudi media professionals and theoretical
implications for researchers that are discussed in subsections below.
On the other hand, Al-Jazirah demonstrated its reliance on the cultural pluralism
model and the minority and civil rights model. Both frameworks belong to progressive
models of communication that empower individuals with disabilities. The cultural
pluralism model assumes that the well-being of people with disabilities depends on the
preservation of their cultural and individual identities (Ahmad, 2019). Cultural pluralism
describes the media’s efforts to portray individuals with disabilities like they portray
people without disabilities (Ye & Zeldes, 2020). The respect for this communication
model in Al-Jazirah promises improvement in representation and, subsequently,
treatment of the targeted population. As for the minority and civil rights model, its
progressive assumptions to include people with disabilities in active social functioning
similarly assist in developing positive attitudes toward the group (Ahmad, 2019; Jackson,
2017). The choice of a communication model helps media professionals shape frames
that would be helpful rather than harmful to individuals with disabilities.
Information Sources
The distribution of information sources was mainly similar in the two newspapers.
It is notable that government officials, community supporters, and organizations were the
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most common sources for both newspapers. The use of these sources is understandable
because media outlets cite official sources, like government representatives. The
involvement of community supporters is also anticipated because activism empowers
individuals with disabilities in many dimensions of life (Friesem, 2017). The presence of
organizations as some of the most cited sources is justified by the involvement of
different organizations in initiatives associated with people who have a disability. As for
differences in information sources used in a publication, the two newspapers had
different approaches to journalistic sources and other individuals as sources, but these
factors had less value than the involvement of government officials, community
supporters, and organizations.
Stereotypes
The exploration of stereotypes that pervade the newspaper media narrative
demonstrates that, for the most part, articles avoid using stereotypes in both newspapers.
As established above, most articles use either positive or normal frames to discuss
disability. In their turn, negative frames are most commonly responsible for the formation
of stereotypes (Chen et al., 20120. Thus, the lack of negative frames created conditions
for mentioning fewer stereotypes in Al-Riyadh and Al-Jazirah newspapers.
Another explanation might serve to address the beneficial lack of stereotypes. In
fact, the cultural background of Saudi Arabia as a country to respect the Holy Quran and
its prescriptions to lead lives devoid of mistreatment, discrimination, and abuse (Ibrahim
& Ismail, 2018). The governmental efforts to provide effective social, educational, and
housing services have also served as a foundation for developing a positive narrative.
However, some studies indeed demonstrate that Saudi people with disabilities might face
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stigmatization and further mental health issues (Alshaigi et al., 2020; Madi, Mandy, &
Aranda, 2019). Despite the foundation for acceptance, further efforts are clearly needed
to ensure that discriminatory practices are eliminated from all spheres that affect the life
and well-being of people with disabilities. Corrections to media representations include a
positive change that the population requires.
Although stereotyping is limited in the two newspapers’ coverage, the most
prominent stereotypes should be acknowledged. Their presence is statistically insignificant,
but pity and supercrip/superhero stereotypes are part of the narrative for Al-Riyadh and AlJazirah. The use of negative frames objectifies individuals with disabilities as objects of the
audience’s pity (Cobbinah, 2013). At the same time, a relatively small rate of articles
featuring pity as a stereotype aligns with Mick’s (1996) observations of the decline of pityrelated stories about disability. The supercrip/superhero stereotype was mostly featured in
Al-Riyadh rather than Al-Jazirah, while studies suggest that this stereotype has a positive
meaning (Haller et al., 2012; McGillivray et al., 2019). With all information taken into
account, it is important to admit that the supercrip stereotype alongside the related
communication model serves a non-essential role in the Saudi media narrative.
Written and Visual Depiction
Al-Riyadh had more positive portrayals significantly in terms of written depiction
than Al-Jazirah had, while Al-Jazirah has significantly more normal portrayals than AlRiyadh offered. However, the two newspapers showed similar results by having a low
number of negative written depictions. These findings are essential to the existing
knowledge because the style of written depiction mostly rejects negative framing.
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As for visual depictions, the factors of passivity and activity were taken into
account. When visual depictions are present, both newspapers show people with
disabilities in an uncertain way. At the same time, Al-Riyadh is more liberal with active
visual depictions than Al-Jazirah, while the latter generally employs fewer images than
the other media outlet. These findings are important for further research because future
efforts might examine how audiences perceive the presence or absence of visual
representations of disability.
Hypotheses Discussion
Coverage Frequency from a Gender Perspective
The first hypothesis proposed that males with disabilities received more coverage
than females with disabilities in Saudi newspapers. This hypothesis was confirmed with
reservations because men with disabilities had more mentions than women with
disabilities, but in many cases, articles focused on a person without specified gender or
on persons of both genders. Gender differentiation remains a problem for the community
of people with disabilities (Ayvazoglu, 2015; Buysse & Borcherding, 2010). The findings
of the current study demonstrate that some bias may occur in Saudi newspaper media.
Media professionals could use this information to inform their choices about coverage
based on gender. At the same time, it must be noted that Saudi males with disabilities are
more numerous than Saudi females with disabilities (Bindawas & Vennu, 2018). This
difference in statistics might explain the flawed gender parity in the results. Additionally,
Saudi women cover themselves with Hijab for religious reasons. In contrast, the Saudi
traditions and customs prevent them from receiving a high level of visibility and attention
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from the media, which explains the absence of newspaper images that depict Saudi
women with disabilities.
Activity and Passivity from a Gender Perspective
The second hypothesis postulated that females with disabilities were represented
as more passive than males with disabilities were in visual depictions. This hypothesis
was not supported with reservations because females were mainly depicted in an
uncertain way. Other studies mentioned that females are often represented to have
passivity (Ayvazoglu, 2015). However, the insights from the current study suggest that
Saudi newspapers prefer to select neutral images for the portrayal of women with
disabilities. This finding provides a foundation for future studies to identify if this
approach is beneficial to the targeted population.
Age Group Differences
The third and last hypothesis suggested that children with disabilities receive
more media coverage in Saudi newspapers than adults with disabilities. As the hypothesis
was not supported, this finding presents a platform for further exploration and discussion.
In the literature review, it was established that cultural differences affect age group
representation, as some communities tend to overrepresent children with disabilities,
while other societies focus on adults with disabilities (Chen et al., 2012; Gold &
Auslander, 1999; Wilkinson & McGill, 2009). The current research established that Saudi
children might be underrepresented, which raises concerns because segregation of
children of disabilities persists (Alharbi & Madhesh, 2018), while media portrayal might
change the status quo.
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Implications of the Study
Theoretical implications of the study have the potential to assist researchers in
future theory generation that would improve the knowledge of disability issues. For
example, the presence of the medical model in multiple Saudi narratives has theoretical
consequences because collectivist societies, like Saudi Arabia, might be open to the
discussions of disability from this perspective, as the collectivist society of China, as
confirmed in the research by Qu (2019). Further theoretical endeavors must describe and
confirm how individualist and collectivist communities view the medical model
differently.
Moreover, the rejection of the two hypotheses has theoretical implications
because future theorization should include the concepts of ageism and sexism that
combine with ableism in media representation. Theoretical implications call for the
theory generation that reflects the complex intersectionality in discrimination that
individuals with disabilities face in the media. However, to achieve theory generation,
more qualitative studies should be conducted to ensure the generation and use of
insightful information.
In addition, theoretical implications extend to the treatment of the framing theory
for the investigation of disability issues. Previous research emphasized the capacity of
news frames to instill either positive or negative awareness of a social issue, like
disability (Abwao, 2018; McQuail, 2010). However, the current research illustrates that
some media outlets, like the Al-Jazirah newspaper, employ normal frames for the
representation of individuals with disabilities. In other words, there is a need to expand
the theoretical bases of framing by distinguishing normal or neutral frames from positive
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and negative ones. Future research should investigate the influences that normal frames
have on the coverage of social justice issues, including questions of disability
experiences.
Based on this discussion, practical implications are formed to help media
professionals navigate the complex narratives of disability in Saudi printed periodicals.
First, the study established that the media should operate with clear definitions and
identify disability types to avoid the failure of miscommunication or misrepresentation.
Without the specification of disability types, the media perpetuates the flawed awareness
of issues surrounding different dimensions of disability. Second, it is recommended that
media professionals feature more personal stories to gain straightforward insights into the
lives of people with disabilities. This approach would enable the community to voice
their concerns, opinions, and needs. Third, the project detected a worrisome trend of the
medical model still exerting an influence on representation. Media professionals should
learn about the history of this model and its negative impact on individuals with
disabilities and discover progressive models that inform a narrative that empower the
targeted population.
Limitations of the Study
Like any study, this research has certain limitations that must be acknowledged.
In particular, the method of content analysis has limitations due to its time-consuming
nature and the potential for human error. To counter time constraints, a limited number of
research questions and hypotheses were developed. To address the issue of human error,
the intercoder agreement was evaluated to ensure that accurate results are achieved.
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The representativeness of the sample limits the study’s findings. The present
research only focuses on two major Saudi newspapers. Both the newspapers are popular,
especially in Riyadh, the capital and largest city of Saudi Arabia’s kingdom. These
newspapers do not represent all newspapers in the country. The study chose newspapers
that were provide a free online archive, and online versions of newspapers contain the
same content as the print editions—moreover, Another limitation of the sample’s
representativeness. The current study only investigated two popular newspapers in Saudi
Arabia published in 2015-2020. The results only evaluate the improvement of disabled
people’s coverage in newspapers within a short period over five years.
Recommendations for Future Research
The current project contributes new knowledge to the field and provides ideas for
further research. For example, future projects might explore how the audiences perceive
media pieces that follow the tenets of the medical model, especially in view of its
popularity in the narratives of Saudi newspapers. Future research would demonstrate the
effects of using this model that might be negative, neutral, or positive. Additionally, more
research is needed to understand whether visual depictions improve the audience’s
perception of people with disabilities. The current research also demonstrates that women
are often portrayed as neither active nor passive, which requires additional investigation.
Also, it must be examined whether the lack of portrayal of children with disabilities is
beneficial or harmful to this age group. Finally, further studies should investigate the selfrepresentation of individuals with disabilities on social media.
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Conclusion
To conclude, the research adds to existing knowledge by identifying details about
media coverage and representation of individuals with disabilities. The insights gained in
this project are likely informative for different stakeholders, including practitioners in the
media fields and researchers interested in disability portrayals. As the study offers
multiple practical recommendations and future research avenues, it is anticipated that the
study’s findings have value for academic and professional circles.
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APPENDIX A – CODING BOOK
General Information
1. Media source
a. Al-jazirah[1]
b. Al-Riyadh [2]
2. Publication Date
3. Article Format
a. Text only [1]
b. Text and picture [2]
c. Picture only [3]
4. Article Topics
a. Health [1]
b. Society [2]
c. Mobility [3]
d. Education [4]
e. Media [5]
f. Economy [6]
g. Charity [7]
h. Sport [8]
i. Social care [9]
j. Employment [10]
k. Religion [11]
l. Parenting [12]
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m. Entertainment [13]
n. Art [14]
5. Type of Disability
a. Physical disability [1]
b. Mental disability [2]
c. Both [3]
d. Uncertain [4]
6. Types of Articles
a. News articles [1]
b. Opinion pieces [2]
c. Interviews [3]
d. Personal stories [4]
7. Models of Communication
a. Medical model [1]
b. Economic model [2]
c. Supercrip model [3]
d. Cultural pluralism model [4]
8. Sources
a. People with disabilities [1]
b. Their parents [2]
c. Academic sources [3]
d. Government officials [4]
e. Health professionals [5]
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f. Community supporter [6]
g. Journalists [7]
h. Other individuals [8]
i. Organizations [9]
j. Multiple sources [10]
9. The Written Depiction of Disability
a. Positive [1]
b. Negative [2]
c. Normal [3]
10. The Visual Depiction of Disability
a. Passive
b. Active
c. Uncertain
d. None
11. Stereotypes
a. Pity [1]
b. Supercrip/superhero [2]
c. Evilness/criminality [3]
d. Maladjustment [4]
e. Burden [5]
f. The lack of success [6]
g. No stereotyping [7]
12. Gender
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a. Males [1]
b. Females [2]
c. Unisex [3]
d. both [4]
13. Depiction Based on Age
a. Child/adolescent (up to 18 years old) [1]
b. Adult (over 18 years old) [2]
c. Both [3]
d. Uncertain [4]
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